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STATE FORESTER'S'REVIEW

I have reviewed with keen interest the following treatise

on Eucalyptus, written by C. H. Sellers, which is the result

of nearly eight years of practically uninterrupted investi-

gations. His familiarity with nearl}' eVery Eucal3'ptus

grove in the state, acquired while in the service of both the

federal and the State Forestr}^ departments, has enabled him
to contribute much authentic data that is urgenth' needed

upon the important subjects of rate of growth, yield, and

management of the several species considered. The table

showing the number of board feet, b}' groves, is particularly

valuable, since some of them have been cut and permanently

destroyed to make room for the growth of the several towns
near which they were located.

Since the tables were based on actual forest measurements
of sample plots ranging from six to twenty-four years of

age, and a careful study made of the soil and climatic con-

ditions, together with a history of the care and management
of each grove, the figures will be of practical value in ap-

proximating the yield that may be expected from plantations

established under similar conditions.

California is thoroughly alive to the need for immediate

action in furthering the forestr}^ movement, and has re-

sponded to the active propaganda so strenuously conducted

for the past few years by the establishment of commercial

Eucalyptus plantations, destined eventually to pla}- an

important part in supplying a suitable hardwood for manu-
facturing purposes. The choice of merchantable species

actually tried out in the state may be made from many, but

several of the Eucal^'ptus have been successfulh- grown
throughout the coast regions, the Sacramento, San Joaquin

and Los Angeles valleys, and their tributaries, for over forty

3'ears. As Mr. Sellers has shown, in the case of many of



them, because of their rapid growth, suitability for varied

uses, and adaptabilit}^ to California conditions, it is possible

to raise and Jharvest a crop within an astonishingly short

period as compared with nearly all of our native trees.

Forest planting for commercial purposes is now an es-

tablished industry, and should be encouraged. The success

of any plantation depends upon good soil, climatic con-

ditions, selection of species for a given locality, the times

and method of planting, and subsequent care and manage-

ment. These essential points are discussed in a compre-

hensive manner based upon a very extensive silvical in-

vestigation.

These data should be of interest an^ value, not onlv to

the planter and investor but to the teachers and students of

forestry and to the professional foresters as well.

Signed, G. M. ROMANS,
State Forester of California.



PREFACE

Wiihin the past few years there have been many changes in our

business and social standards, and among them none is better known
on account of the contests Ihat have resulted Ihan that by which tlie

United States and many of the State Governments have ceased to

encourage seltlement at the cost of exploitation. Xot long ago

ihe Federal Government gave tremendous areas of land to encourage

railroad building and the beginning of a settlement. The policy

accomplished its purpose, but as a result the lands so easily obtained

were quickly plundered of those resources that made tliem valuable

and the settler moved on to obtain further gifts from the Govern-

ment's so called "inexhaustible" supply. To this policy we are all

paying .yearly tribute in less fruitful labor on impoverished soils,

channel-filled rivers and wasted, denuded forests. And we must

continue to do so until the balance of Nature is once more restored.

It is probable that we will suffer longer and more acutely from

the reckless despoliation of our forests than from any other cause.

Long years of slender supplies obtained at famine prices must ensue

before the once glorious forests of this country can supply by yearlv

growth what our civilization demands within that period. We
learn from authorities not to be doubted that the capital on which

we have drawn so freely is nearing depletion. In this emergency

it seems the duty of every landowner, regardless of profit, to devote

some portion of his holdings to timber-growing purposes.

Fortunately for California, and indeed for the entire nation, it

has recen'ly been discovered that the wood of the rapid-growing

Eucalyptus forms a substitute for Eastern hardwoods that is even

superior to them. This fact has led to the establishment of immense

plantations of this wonderful tree just at the time when the Eastern

competitors are disappearing from the market. What relief this

remarkable genus may afford can not now be more than predicted.

It promises to be the means of making California the home of the

large M'ood-using industries and of causing this State to be even

more prominent than did the discovery of gold.

G. B. LULL,
Formerly State Forester of California.

—6—



EUCALYPTUS
Its History, Growth and Utilization

HISTORY

The native home of most species of the Eucalyptus is Australia,

some species are found in Tasmania, New Guinea, Timor, or one of

the Moluccas. Both in Australia and in the above named islands,

the Eucalyptus form a large part of the forests. Because of their

abundance, their recognition as a genus came practically^ simul-
taneously with the discovery of Australia, also for the same reason
they were the most used woods in the settlement and development
of that continent. This use brought about an early recognition of

the great strength, durability and adaptibility of the woods and also

a, knowledge of the great ra-pidity of growth of the genus.
The value and importance of this genus having been recognized

in its native habitat travelers in those countries became interested

and carried seed with them to other countries having a similar semi-
tropic climate. In this way early in the 19th century, represent-
atives of the genus, probably Eucalyptus globulus, were first taken
to foreign countries. However it was not until near the middle of

the century that dissemination of Eucalyptus began on a large

scale which has continued up to the present time and which since

its start has resulted in the introduction of the genus into practic-

ally every region of the world where climatic conditions permit of

its growth. The work of the present and future with Eucalyptus
therefore is no longer introductory but development, the spreading
of knowledge of its great values and determining those species best

suited to certain conditions of cldmate and soil and of giving to the

general public those facts concerning the genus, which prove its

great economic worth is bringing about extensive plantations and
a broader and more intensive use.

The first introduction of Eucalyptus to countries having climatic

•conditions similar to those of its native habitat and suitable to the
growth of the trees was early in the last century when the seeds
of one or more species were carried to southern Europe and northern
Africa. The trees from these seeds were regarded as curiosities as

objects of beauty or as botanical specimens, and it was not until the

middle af the century tlnit their economic importance began to be
generally recognized by the people of these countries. To Baron
Ferd Von Mueller. Government Botanist for Victoria, and Director

of the Botanic Gardens of Melbourne, are these Mediterranean

—7
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Eucalyptus viminalis, Yuba County. 4 Feet in Diameter. 33 Years Old.



countries especially indebted, as he was among the lirst to recognize

the great economic importance of the Eucalyptus, was the first to

bring the trees to the attention of the public and urge their plant-

ing. To his Avork and to that of others inspired by his example and
success is due all credit for the widespread plantations and use of

this genus in that region.

Following close upon its naturalization in the Mediterranean
countries came the introduction of Eucalyptus into India and South-

ern Asia, Southern Africa and California. In Southern Asia, India

and Southern Africa, the growth in recognition of the importance
and possibilities of the genus has been a little behind that of the

Mediterranean countries and advantage has been taken of the lessons

learned in the latter region. These countries therefore, are also

greatly indebted to Baron Ferd Von Mueller for his present know-
ledge and high rating of the genus Eucah^ptus and so indirectly for

the many advantages secured through the cultivation of the trees.

The Eucalyptus seems destined to revolutionize silviculture in

France, Algeria, Italy, Spain, Corsica, Portugal, Cape Colony, and
the American Southwest, not only on account of the many remark-
able properties of the tree, its resin, its wood and its rapid growth,
but also its great power of absorbing enormous quantities of water
from wet and swampy lands, drying them and rendering them fit

for cultivation, as well as its tendency to thus eliminate malarial

conditions from the lands where it grows.

INTRODUCTION INTO CALIFORNIA

In North America, the- history of the genus is praciically a record
of its introduction into California and in that state the growth
spread through the adaptability of the trees to many uses and later

the recognition of the great strength of the wood and value for use

in many ways. That the history of Eucalyptus in the United States
is their history in California is due to the fact that for commercial
purposes, at least, climatic conditions practically confine the genus
1o certain parts of that State, however, the possible range in North
America also includes very small portions of Arizona, New Mexico,
the Gulf States and Mexico. In California, it has already been
proven profitable to produce the timber on a commercial scale. The
genus has passed the experimental stage and their planting has
begun to assume an important position among the industries of

California. The history of these trees in California is of the great-

est interest to tlip people of this State and of the United States.

It is probable tliat the genus was first introduced into California

by Mr. "Walker of San Francisco, who is credited with having planted
14 species in 1853. These, the first trees in California, therefore
were started long after the introduction of the genus to the ]Med-
iterranean countries and Southern Asia, in fact not until after the

trees had come to be quite widely known in those countries and
especially in southern Europe. It was not until 1860 that the im-
portation of Eucalyptus seed was started by nursery men, but in

that year. Mr. Stephen Nolan of Oakland, who had been attracted
by the rapid growth and evident adaptibility of 'Mr. "Walker's trees,

commenced the importation of seed and the raising of the trees as

— 9
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Eucalyptus globulus. Solano County, California. Trees Tall and Straight.
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nursery stock aud for sale to the general public. Mr. Nolan con-

tinued for several years to raise Eucalyptus trees and to him is due
credit for the first actual distribution af these trees through this

!State, although it is doubtful if an}^ of his trees were used in the

establishment of plantations of commercial importance. The trees

were new to the people and without doubt were bought largely in

an experimental mood as curiosities or for shade or ornamental
purposes.

Others of the pioneer nurserymen soon followed Mr. Nolan's
example and as a result, by 1870 the genus through individuals

mostly Eucalyptus globulus, was becoming well known throughout
its possible range in this State.

Hon. Abbot Kinney, of Los Angeles, who, as Chairman of the

California Board of Forestry from 1886 to 1888, rendered great

service to the State by spreading a knowledge of the great possi-

bilities and adaptibility of the genus, so being the cause of the plant-

ing of many thousands of the trees of this genus. Under Mr.
Kinney's administration . the Board distributed many trees to

planters throughout the State. It is these trees that form a large

percentage of the Eucalyptus other than Eucalyptus globulus, that

are now growing in California; it is therefore largely due to the

efforts of Hon. Abbott Kinney that we are now able to gain a good
Avorking knowledge of the possible results from, and the require-

ments of the Euelaypts other than Eucalyptus globulus. Since the

lermination of his service with the California Board of Forestrv.

IMr. Kinney has continued or brought others to plant many of the

trees. Further, it is probable that, first starting in his official po-

sition and continuing in his later private life, he has written more
on this genus than any other American.

PRESENT INTEREST

Within the past few years the interest in Eucalyptus has again

been aroused and as a result many plantations of large size are being
smarted. This interest of the present time has been aroused not

through the efforts of one man or group of men but is due to a
general recognition of the great strength and adaptibility of the

woods of the many species broughl about by increasing scarcity

and price of the 'eastern hardwoods. Because of this increasing

cost and increasing difficulty in securing adequale supplies of the

Eastern hardwoods, manufacturers of these woods .started a search

for substitutes. California being fartherest from the source of

supply firs*^ felt this growing scarcity and naturally tried Eucalyptus
as a substitnte. This wood soon proved its worth bv actual use

in vehicles, implements and for similar purposes and through tests

was found to be at least e(|ual in' sireiimii lo tiie best eastern liard-

woods. The general recognition of the streneth and adaptibility

of the wood of the E\icalypts. has rapidly moved eastward and is

now generally known throntihout the TTuiled States.

The present interest in Eucalyptus and their culture is due then

to economic reasons and those reasons will tend to increase ratlier

than diminish that interest The rapid growth of many species of

Eucalyptus is c-erierally l\-nown and it is this combination of rapid
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Eucalyptus viminalis, Yuba County, California. 25 Years Old.
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growth producing a hard, strong and durable wood that gives to

these trees their great commercial value and makes their culti-

vation a profitable business. Keports of the Forest Service, U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture, show that at the present rate of consumption,
the supply of eastern hardwoods Avill be exhausted in about 16 years.

The present condition of the hardwood market and supply is such

that in from 10 to 20 j^ears the supply will be approaching practical

exhaustion while the demand has greatly increased. Here in Cal-

ifornia practical experience has shown that the woods of certain

Eucalypts will satisfactorily replace all eastern hardwoods and
that these trees will grow to a satisfactory commercial size in from
8 to 12 years. At the end of 12 years the trees will be ready to

be cut. The owner of Eucalyptus timber can then manu-
facture his timber into vehicles, furniture, etc., here at home or he
can ship the rough lumber in either case. The Panama Canal will

be completed, thus affording cheap water transportation for his

product. The opening of the Panama Canal means the opening of

the markets of the Atlantic, both in the United States and Europe
to California lumber and especially to the strong, hard durable

woods of the Eucalyptus. The rapid growth of Eucalyptus, the

possibility of repeated cuttings and the steady demand for their

product at high prices has afforded a generous return on planting

investments. Groves established in California, on fertile soil have
yielded from 50 to 80 cords per acre at every cutting. A yield of

95 cords per acre in seven to eight years has been frequent. It is

apparent from the above yield that the planting of Eucalyptus for

fuel, on argicultural land in California, would prove a good invest-

ment. Eucalyptus when sawed into lumber has been sold at from
$100.00 to $140.00 per thousand feet. It retails for 14 cents per

foot for finished, and 10 to 12 cents rough timber. The high stump-

age value and extremely high price that the rough lumber is being
sold at should be an inducement to the planting of the Eucah^pts
•even on agricultural land.

RANGE
The range of Eucalyptus in California embraces the coast valleys

from Or.egon to Mexico and in the interior from the base of INIt.

Shasta to the Tehachappi. In the oak belt of the Sierra foothills

the eucalyptus has been grown successfully at an elevation of 2000
feet. In Southern California they have succeeded well on llie Sierra

Madre and other ranges up to 3000 feet above the sea level. The
eucalypts are intolerent of low temperatures
The size of the genus permits such ample choice that one or more

species may be selected that are adapted to practically any phase
of California's varied climate, where the minimum temperature does
not drop below 18 degrees F. and maximum temperature does not

exceed 110 degrees F. HoAvever. few species will survive temper-
atures below 16 F.. and many will hardly endure a drop below 22 F.

They are especially frost tender Avhen seedlings and may then be
killed by a few decrrees below freezing. With ace they become
hardy and after even one year's growth saplings will endure frosts

of considerable severity. Kapid clianges in temperature are more
injurious than continued cold weather.

—13
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Eucalyptus globulus, Mecham Plantation. Sonoma County, California
12 Years Old.
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For their best development, the eucalypts prefer a hot climate.

Atmospheric dryness causes no injurious effects so long as the sup-

ply of soil moisture is adequate. The section best suited for the

growth of most eucalypts is found in the moderate climate of the

coast region or the valleys in which the influence of ocean fogs most
is felt. Fogs alone enable some species to grow on dry situations

without irrigation. While Eucalyptus will grow where the soil

moisture is deficient the rate of growth will be much slower than
where the tree gets all it needs. For commercial purposes, it is

unwise to attempt to produce eucalyptus where the soil moisture is

deficient. Deficient soil moisture is supplemented by atmospheric
raoisaire in the fog belt. Where fog is condensed bj^ contact with
the foliage, the Eucalyj^tus tree drips as if from a shower, and the

ground under the trees becomes soaked over night. However, good
soil, climate and sufficient water is most essential. When trees are

planted and left to grow by themselves without care, they do not
attain marketable proportions as quickly as trees which have been
given care and thoroughly cultivated during the dry season.

FOREST FORMATION

It is as forest trees that the eucalypts are most useful; planted
as ornamental or as shade trees they are often disappointing.
Planters who have put them out as forest trees are the ones who
have derived the greatest benefit from them. Besides enjoying the

beauty and shade of the groves as well as the beneficial change they

have wrought in the climate of the region, they have for many
years received from them an annual income of no inconsiderable
amount. Those who have planted single trees or in small groups as

ornamental or shade trees have received little or no financial return
and have, in some cases, been disappointed in the trees because not
serving, as they had hoped, the purpose for which they were planted.

It was not until 1904 that Eucalyptus was planted on a commer-
cial scale for timber. Its wood had always been looked upon as

inferior timber, the result being that it was planted as wund-breaks
for citrus fruits, and in groves for fuel. However, public

opinion has changed in the last three years. With the knowledge
gained through tests of the mechanical properties of Eucalyptus
timber, the practicability of planting Eucalyptus more extensively

for timber than heretofore has been demonstrated. Up to ihe last

few years planting of Eucalyptus has been confined almost ex-

clusively to the treeless sections of the State. The redwood cut-

over land in the northern coast counties affords good planting areas

and no doubt in the near future many thousands of acres of this

cut-over land will be reforested with Eucalyptus. The sprout
growth from the redwood stumps is not sufficiently dense to replace

the stand or to stimulate the growth of the sprout trees into mer-
chantable timber. The planting of Eucalyptus in mixture with the

redwood sprout growth will solve the problem of reforestation of

these areas with valuable commercial timber.

In. many of the semitropic portions of the globe the eucalypts are

the trees nuist suitable to plant for forest cover. INInch of the tree-
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less land of California might be covered with these trees. As the

conditions under which the different eucalypts grow in Australia

are quite diverse, it is evident that if the species are

properly selected, they will thrive in the most varied con-

ditions here in California. Although there are over one
hundred and fifty species in this genus, certain ones, notably
Eucalyptus globulus, E. tereticornis, E. resinfera, E. corynocalyx,

E. rostrata, E. saligna, E. citriodora, may be distinguished by the

value of their timber, the rapid growth and the character of their

development as timber eucalypts. However there are several other

species of the genus Eucalyptus which may be considered very val-

uable as timber Eucalyptus, but their growth is not quite as rapid

as the species just mentioned.

TIMBER SPECIES USED IN AUSTRALIA

For Australia and the neighboring islands the eucalyptus is one
of the important sources of the general timber supply, and is the

chief source of the hardwood timber used there. The uses made of

Eucalyptus timber are remarkably numerous. It enters into the con-

struction of ships, bridges, railroads, piers, telegraph lines, fences,

paving, vehicles, agricultural implements, furniture, barrels, and a

great variety of minor articles. ]Mr. Joseph H. Maiden, Director
of the Botanical Gardens at Sydney, New South "Wales, who is con-

sidered one of the best authorities on the eucalypts, names twenty-
five "special purposes" for which the timber of the eucalypts is

used in that colony. Six species are named as valuable for bridge
timbers, five as valuable for piles, nine for paving, eight for posts,

three for railroad ties, four for railway coaches, five for lumber and
shingles, seven for the various parts of vehicles, two for barrels and
casks, and two for broom and tool handles. Eleven "sjjecial pur-

poses" are assigned to the timber of the Spotted Gum (E. maculata),
teiji to the timber of the Iron Bark (E. sideroxlyon), eight to that

of 'Red Mahogany (E. resinfera) and Tallow Wood (E. microcoryx).
six to that of Gray Gum (E. tereticornis), five to that of Red Gum
(E. rostrata), and a lesser number to that of seven other species.

Not only in Australia is the timber of Eucalyptus used thus ex-

tensively, but it is exported in large quantities, the bulk of tlie

hardwood lumber shipped being from these trees. R. Dalyhimple-
Hay, in his work entitled "The Timber Trade of New South Wales."
names thirteen species that furnish timber export. He gives the
annual output of lumber from the 108 mills of the colony as

59,500,000 superficial feet, a large part of which is from Eucalyptus
trees. Shipments are made to distant parts of the globe, including
Africa,Hand even England.
Mr. Pagan, in his report to the Queensland railways, had the

following: "Tereticornis is chiefly used in Normantown for wagons
and makes excellent felloes of wheels, and is suitable for use as a

substitute for hickory, oak and ash in manufacturing all kinds of

implements and utensils requiring strong, durable timbers." A box
drain of this timber was laid at 79 mis. 75 chs. in 1867. about ii

inches under formation of lime. The center of this drain was in a

—17
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fair slate of preservatiou, but the ends were decayed.

Some Blue Gum (E. globulus) sleepers have recently been taken

out of the Killarney branch—age 21 j'ears.

In referring lO sleepers, Mr. Pagan states:

In referring to sleepers, Mr. Pagan states:

a degree tests so many qualities, its durability, strength, elasticity,

toughness, weight, hardness and good seasoning qualities. All ihese

combined, when of high quality, Avould undoubtedly make the ideal

sleeper. For this reason, great stress is laid upon the life of a tim-

ber as a sleeper.

"Station Carpenter Clark states that the scantling and weather-

boards of his residence in Toowoomba, built about 30 years ago,

which are. Blue Gum from RoseAvood Staiion nine miles from Forest

Hill, are stilJ. perfectlly sound. White ants attacked the pine but
have not touched ihe Eucalyptus.

'"There Avere several of the original blue-gum girders and piles in

the old Dawson River Bridge, recently taken down, which had done
the work for 40 years. These were found to be in good and sound
condition, but it must be remembered that the close decking of the

bridge added materially to the life of the girders and piles.

''In February. 1864.. I built a bridge for the Public Roads Depart-

ment over Brandy Gully on the old road from Ipswich to Toowoomba.
It is about 21/2 miles on the Toowoomba side of Rosewood Station

and within 15 or 20 chains of the railway line. When inspecting

Mr. Quinlan's district in 1903. (Bridge Inspector Miller and Per-

manent Way Inspector Fagg being with me) we had a look at this

bridge, and I was surprised to see the good outward condition of

the girders after such a long time. They were of Blue Gum. and
Avere felled by myself on the flat at the edge of the scrub, then at

head of gully. It being now over 41 years since these girders were
placed in llie bridge."

EUCALYPTUS IN HAWAII

In a rei)ort to the Territory of Hawaii Board of Agriculture and
Forestry—Division of Forestry—Ralph S. Hosmer, Superintendent,

Mr. L. von Tempsky-Makawno. ^lani. has the following lO say in

reference to the growth of Eucalyptus on the Haleakala Ranch
Company's property in the Territory of Hawaii.
"I have planted this last year some 19.665 trees. Owing to the

unprecedented drought which Ave passel through (Avhich entails

Avatering some ten thousand trees) the expense Avas greater than

in former years, and also. I have been trying the planting of trees

in cultivated land, as against the ordinary furroAV and kipikua
metliod. Avhicli of course entails a larger outlay at first, but which
I think from the quicker groAvth obtained Avill in the long run prove
the cheaper plan of the tAvo.

"In September. 1907. I measured off a rectangular piece of land
containing exactly four acres. One acre I furrowed out. and
"kipikuaod" holes six feet each Avay. The other three acres I

ploAved and harroAved tAvice. and as the ^Tanienie sod Avas A'ery heavy
i had to hand Avork the Avhole piece, going over it Avith "kipiknas"
and packing out Avhat Avouldn't burn. As the Aveather Avas <|nite
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"vvet, I could not get a fire on the grass prior to plowing; this of

course made the preparation of the three acres very expensive. I

selected this spot especially as I thought it would be a good place
to determine the maximum cost of preparing land for planting trees

in this style.

"The seedling trees I selected were, Eucalyptus amygdalina,
E. botryoides, E. corymbosa. E. cor>Tiocalyx, E. leucoxlyou, E.

paniculata, and E. rudis, which were recommended to me by the
Australian Forestry Service as being considered by them to be
.among the best of their trees for railroad ties and fence posts.

''One year from planting the tre^s the following measurements
were made

:

"The tallest tree in the uncultivated lot was 5 feet three inches,

.a Eucalyptus botryoides. and the average height of the whole of

that piece was 3 feet.

"In the cultivated lot the tallest tree measured 16 feet. E. rudis,

the other tall ones being: E. botryoides, 15 feet; E. corynocalyp, 12
feet; E, leucoxvlvon. 12 feet: E. paniculata. 12 feet; E. corvmbosa,
6 feet.

^

"

.

"Considering the unusuall}- dry weather Ave have had for the last

twelve months. I consider the growth of the trees in the cultivated

lot remarkable.

"Under normal conditions, that is, where there is not a heavy
growth of Manienie to contend with, the cultivation of the trees

.should cost very much less.

"The difference in favor of the cultivated as against the unculti-

vated trees is so great in favor of the former, that I shall favor

the cultivation of all trees hereafter planted on the ranch, wherever
the location is such as to make it possible.

"As showing what the possibilities are of fence post production,

1 would call attention to figures heretofore reported, viz : That last

year I cut 244 good fence posts, five to twelve inches in diameter,

from 38 second-growth Eucalyptus rostrata trees, twelve years old.

Some of these posts have been put in the ground plain and the bal-

-ance subjected to creosote treatment by the Kahului Railroad Com-
pany. All of these posts will have the date stamped on them, and
the place of use recorded in the Ranch Forestry book, so that their

respective life in the ground can be ascertained accurately.

"Trees planted bv the Halcakala Ranch Company during the

year 1910

:

Eucalyptus amygdalina ^

Eucalyptus botryoides

Eucalyptus crebra

Eucalyptus guiniii

Eucalyptus paniculata Planted at fi-om 2,500 to 8.000jcjLif<ti\ pi us [jaiiifuuuii 1 L liiiiiru ai Jiuiii _,<»<

Eucalyptus polyanthema
f

feet elevation.

Eucalyptus rostrata

Eucalyptus rudis

Eucalyptus sidorophloia

Eucal>'ptus silvci'iaua j
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STRENGTH AND DURABILITY OF CALIFORNIA GROWN
EUCALYPTUS

The strength and durability of Eucalyptus wood, as demonstrated

by recent strength tests conducted at the University of California,

are not unlike those of Eastern yellow birch, hickorj^ oak and ash.

These tests have shown that the wood of Eucalyptus is even superior

to most of the eastern hardwoods.

The wood of different species differs in strength and durability

but in general the timber is very strong, heavy and hard, with a

close-grained and homogeneous structure. The specific gravity of

the wood of Eucalyptus globulus is greater than that of water, the

dry wood of blue gum averaging over 60 pounds' per cubic foot,

vaiying from 50 to 70 pounds, according to the age of the timber.

The wood of other species is still heavier. It is very tough, resist-

ing indentation, tension and torsion. This is of advantage, for it

will not crack nor break out under strain at joints or bolt holes.

The wood is stiffer and less elastic than Eastern^ hickory, and ranges

in color from white to dark brown. The heart and sapwood

of many species are indistinguishable.

The timber of different species of Eucalyptus differs very much
in character. While that of all species is har(i, the degree of hard-

ness, the strength, durability, flexibility, color and many other qual-

ities are quite different. Great difference exists also in the timber

of the same species grown in different soils and climates. To these

variations are due. largely, the great variety of uses that the timber

of these trees serve.

The folloAving tables are based upon the measurement of 112

sticks nominally 2 by 2 inches in cross-section and 30 inches long.

The sticks were measured as soon as they were cut from the logs

and then remeasured after air seasoning and kiln-drying. A sum-

mary of llie ei)nii)nt('(l volumes shows the following ratios of the

screen volume to Hiat of the kiln-driod wood.

Katio oi green vol>'me to kiln-
drinl volume

Species

]\Ianna (iuni. E. viniiiialis

Red ^lahogaiiy. E. resinifri-a

Leather-jacket. E. punctata
Red Gum. E. rostrata

Blue Gum. E. globiilus

Snuar Gum. E. corvnocalyx
Karri. E. diversicolor

"

17 l.ln 1.19 1.04

S'O. of TrStS
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growiug, they are also a source of many gams and resins, and of

honey. AVhen cut, they furnish valuable timber, excellent fuel,

and a very valuable oil. Besides all this, many of them are orna-
mental, and they have the reputation of improving the climate of

the region in which they grow. Being hardwood trees, they serve

the useful purposes the hardwood trees ordinarily serve, and be-

sides, furnish many valuable products similar to those obtained
from a variety of other trees and from shrubs and herbs. This
great variety of uses is made valuable in regions where they have
but recently been introducted, by reason of their very rapid growih.
it being possible to enjoy many of their uses while the trees are still

standing and obtain from them many useful products within a very
few years after planting.

The scarcity of good second growth hickory has caused manu-
facturers of all sorts of implements which require hard, tough wood,
to take notice- of the Eucalyptus.

I\Ir. T. A. Price, of Oxnard, California, whose costly house is

floored and finished in Blue Gum, says that it is as hard as iron,

with an effect of onyx, and the most beautiful hardwood floor he has
•ever seen.

Mr. J. Reimers. Chief of the Santa Fe Railway Forestry Dept.,
says: "There is a fortune in the foresting of Eucalyptus for the men
who go into it now. I know of no better investment in an agri-

cultural line than this. I believe that the uses to which the timber
of these remarkable trees can be put in house-building, railway ties,

piles, implements, plow beams, wagon material, fence posts, fur-

niture; telegraph and telephone poles, will secure for this wood an
unlimited market in the United States, as soon as Eucalyptus can
"be (and will be) produced in marketable quantities. With the
hardwood famine which America is facing there can be no doubt
as to enormously profitable foresting of Eucalyptus in California,

which is practically the only State in the Union where the tree will

^roAv.
'

'

The John Breuner Furniture Company of Sacramento and San
Francisco are now manufacturing the finest furniture from Euea-
calyptus and find it has important points of superio^it3^ It works
up very nicely, does not check, is very close-grain and takes a Tery
"beautiful finish, dainty, rich and attractive, equal to natural fin-

ished mahogany. Also in dark mahogany finish and fumed and
weathered to represent oak it is excellent.

INIr. Anson Blake, Receiver for the Schofield Construction Com-
pany, writes as follows: "We are importing 300,000 feet of

seasoned Eucalyptus for use as bilge and keel blocks at the Mare
Island Dry Dock, price in Australia $57.50 per M. Freight, etc.,

"bring the price to $73.00 per M., on wharf. San Francisco. This
pays us. hoAvever. as it is a substitute for and better than Oak. The
price of the latter is $100.00 per M. The launching ways for the

Collier 'Pormetheus" built at ^lare Island. Avere made of the same
Eucalyptus timber."

"Mr. Grant Wallace of Carmel. has grown Eucalyptus extensively.

"He says the eastern papers are calling attention to the fact that the
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main supply of hardwoods in the United States, Avill, according to

government reports, be exhausted in fifteen years. Walnut,
"Wineeask Oak, and others are already exterminated. Furniture
factories, implement and wagon shops, cooperage and stave factor-

ies, lumber and planing mills will have to shut down unless new
sources of hardwood lumber can be found. He says that California
has come to the rescue. That practical use shows Eucalyptus to
be superior in every way to Oak, Ash. Hickory. AValnut and Maple
and equal to ]\Iahogany. That as Euealy{)tus cannot be grown East
of the !^ierras, every available acre in California, if planted, would
be insufficient to supply the future demapd and the price would
continue to advance. That lumber companies and other corpor-
ations are putting out large plantations and over 25,000 acres will

be planted this season.

Reichenback of Los Angeles, and the Homecrafts Manufacturing
Company at Los Angeles, have used Eucalyptus in special orders,

and are full.v satisfied that it fills every requirement for all sorts

c>f furniture and cabinet work. It takes a high piano finish, or a
dull finish, shows. its grain to perfection and takes any color or stain

desired. It works up solid or in veneer the same as any other de-

sirable hardwood, does not warp, check, twist, and neither does it

open at the joints Avhen properly seasoned.

jNIr. Charles Glum, representing a large Philadelphia furniture
man\ifacturer. is reported by the San Rafael Independent as having
said: "We have been on the coast for several weeks, with a view
of acquiring lands for the growing of the red Eucalyptus tree. The
rapid disajipearance of the Eastern hardwood has compelled the

Eastern manufacturers to look around for a substitute for the same.
We have ascertained that the Eucalyptus tree is the solution of the

problem. As the quality of gum wood compared with the oak. I

am of the opinion that the gum was a harder wood and is more
suitable for furniture purposes. That it is cured easily and takes
a better polish. It will be necessary for us to move our factories

to this coast. In fact, all the large eastern manfacturers are work-
ing along the same lines."

Mr. C. H. Rodgers, of Watsonville, had a room finished in Euca-
lyptus about which he writes as follows: "You ask about the

Eucalyptus finish in our living room. It is now ten years since the

bouse Avas built and there is no evidence of warping or checking.
The eucalyptus-finished room has given us more satisfaction .and

h.as been admired more by visitors than any of our native wood-
finished rooms. The trees from which the finish in my house was
made, were cut in March, and by forced seasoning—steam and kiln

dried—the finish was placed in the house in September of the same
year."

White & DeHart Co., Watsonville, Cal. write as follows: "The
first Eucalyptus we sawed was about eight years ago. We sold most
of this to the Hardwood Planing Mill Company of San Jose. I think
Ihey used a large part of it for insulator pine and heavy work, such
as wagon reaches, poles, etc. We have used quite a lot of it for

wagons and such work ourselves. In regard to supplying this
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timber, we wish to say that we have only a small stock ou hand at

present for our own use and we do not care to dispose of it."

Mr. T. J. Gillespie, manager of the .Hardwood Planing Mill Co.,

of San Jose, writes the following: "'I would say that the Hardwood
Planing- Mill Company is operating almost exclusively in eucalyptus

wood because it is the best hardwood in California to-day for high

grade work. This wood is used in lieu of a second growth hickory,

ash and oak. and is considered equal to any of them."

Train & Williams, as architects of the Grosse Building, have the fol-

lowing to say: "We specified Peruvian mahogany for the finish

and doors. The Hughes ^Nlfg. Co. furnished the finish and doors of

the same wood as sample the first brought to us. We enclose a

letter from Hughes Mfg. Co.. which explains about the wood. Our
clients are well pleased with the wood in above mentioned building

and so are we. We recommend the wood from the sample. This

finish w^ood is worth about $130.00 per thousand, against about
$155.00 for mahogany. The appearance of the wood when finished

is pleasing and beautiful as mahogany and receives any depth of

color required in the staining. The durability of the wood is great,

but should be well seasoned and kiln dried before being installed

in buildings. We believe that the use of finish wood like the Grosse
Building should be encouraged by architects, as it is eminently
satisfactory. We will be pleased to specify the E. globulus (Blue

Gum) for finish flooring."

Messrs. Train & Williams, City.

Gentlemen :

—

Replying to your inquiry relative to the kind of wood used for

the interior finish in the Grosse Building- of this city, desire to say

that we imported that lumber from Australia and know the wood
by no other name than Australian Mahogany. This same wood
has been carried in stock in Saji Francisco and sold there as Aus-
tralian Mahogany. If there is any other name for it, it is unknown
to us. Very trulv yours,

HUGHES MFG. & LUMBER CO.

Mr. Sutor, foreman of the Hughes ]\Iill, states that the boards
when received were of various widths, ranging up to thirty inches

wide, and that the pieces Avere perfectly straight, neither checked
nor warped. The doors of the Grosse Building were made of the

regular three-ply veneer, but all of the balance of the interior was
solid. An inspection of this building will show that the wood has

never warped, checked, shrunk, split nor sprung. Australian Ma-
hogany is worth in this market, $125 to $140 per thousand feet,

board measure. Peruvian mahogany is worth $155 to $250 per

thousand.
It is also ascertained that Australian mahogany has been used in

many residences without the owners' knowledge that the wood is

really Eucalyptus. No deception has been practiced, because the

mahogany varieties of Eucalyptus are commonly called Australian

Mahogany. A former foreman of the carpenter departraeii/t of the

Pullman Car Shops, makes the statement that Eucalyptus has for

years been largely used in finishing Pullman coaches. It has been
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ascertained that this wood has also been used by other car builders
for finishing Pullman coaches, and that other varieties of Eucalyp-
tus are used by some in. the structural work of their cars.

Sells Brothers' Circus, and Shepherd & Teague, of Fresno, have
repeatedly made the statements that the Eucalyptus is the strongest
and toughest timber that can be obtained for tent stakes and wagon
poles, and outlasts the best second growth hickory. Plow beams,
neck yokes, whiffletrees, felloes and spokes are turned out in large
quantities by the Hardwood Planing Mill Company of San Jose.
They are in use generally throughout central California.

Mr. F. B. Stratton, collector of the port of San Francisco, is

authority for the statement that the Eucalyptus woods passing
through the port of San Francisco from Australia "are largely used
for sheathing vessels, especially those used in Alaskan trade, and for
side stakes on vessels where they chafe against docks."

DESCRIPTION OF PICTURE ON OPPOSITE PAGE.

AA Plow beam
BB Neck yoke

CC Double-tree

DD Single-tree

EE Chair rocker

FF Felloe

GG Paving block, 12 years, 6

months (July 1881—De-
cember, 1893) at Mel-

bourne.

HH Brake block

A Eucalyptus Botryoides

C Chessmen

D Candlestick

E Cup
F Tenpin

G Diavolo

J Eucalyptus Rostrata

K Eucalyptus Rostrata Paper

Veneer

L Plate, Eucalyptus Globulus

]\I Cribbage board, Eucalyptus

Rostrata and Globulus"

N Sample Resinfera

O Sample Eucalyptus Globulus

Sample Eucalyptus Globulus

Card receiver

Cane, Blue Gum
Insulator Pin

Paper Knife

Fire wood
Pin cushion. Yucca center

Gavel

Baton

Pruning handle

Walking cane, Rostrata

Eucalyptus Microcorys

Eucalyptus Remedies

Heron's Blue Gum Liniment

Heron's Eucalyptus Oil

Heron's Eucalyptus Salve

Heron's Eucalyptus Cough
Drops

Heron's Eucalyptus Soap
Heron's Cream of Eucalyptus

Heron's Eucalyptus Oil

10 Heron's Eucalyptus Hair Re-

storer

11 Sample Blue Gum

P

Q
R
S

T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
1

o

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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EUCALYPTUS USED BY BAKER «fe HAMILTON.

SACRAMC.NTO

^L/ja/ieF h Jiamllti

HARDWARE, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
IKOX. STEEL. AXEE.S. SPKLNGS, COAL

AND VEiUCLES

MANlFACTORVi BK>ICIA. CAI-

xjaeranienlo, Da/, Ji';. 7, 1909.

)ir. C. H. Sell'-Tii, Asuistant "ortster,

Capitol Buxluir.:;j,

SAcraT:ento, Calif.

rear Sir,-

In reference to Eucilyptus timber, *ill s-ty that our

f.»ctory it Benecia h.ib tetn using the Australian Blue iJun for ao'se

Beveril years vith markea succese.

Vfe h-ive been furnishing various co'^structio-i comjjinies,

who hive cof^tractb for co-'.atructing the roau-bea of the V7estern

Picifio- riilroit, vith their construction plows. At first wc furr.-.

iahed plo /6 with hickory hea-na ^r\a some with steel bea-ns but neither
the hickory or steel bea-ns were strong enough to stanu the strain
put on then.

We thvn experimented with the Auatrdlian Blue Gum which
proved to be better adapted for that .vor'< than either the hickory
or -the cast steel.

'7e also use the Blue Ou-n Jor singletrees, ooubletrees,
J.'Cia bars, etc., and In every case it hie been a "narked success.

Yours truly,

.mjr/;: bakk'? i h\ ilto-:.



The following letter was received from the Australian Hardwood

Lumber Company, wholesale and retail dealers in native and for-

eign Eucalyptus and other hardwoods:

San Francisco. Cal., August 6th, 1910.

Mr. C. H. Sellers,

Forest Expert,

Elks Building,

Sacramento, Cal.

Dear Sir:

—

In reply to your enquiry as to the opportunities for Eucalyptus

hardwoods in the United States, would say that we carry a stock

of local Eucalyptus on hand at all times. We are also the largest

importers of Australian Eucalyptus timbers in the United States.

Since we have created a market for these timbers we have no

difficulty whatever in making sales, in fact most of our customers

who have in the past used Eastern Avoods exclusively, prefer Euca-

lyptus, finding it superior both in strength and qualit}' and clear

of knots, so prevalent in the grade of lumber shipped to California

since the forests are being exhausted.

As soon as the Eucalyptus trees already being planted are ma-

tured sufficiently to be milled, there is little doubt but it will revo-

lutionize the hardAvood huiiber market of the United States.

We beg 1o remain,

Your.s very truly,

AUSTRALIAN HARDWOOD LUMBER CO., Inc.

F. RICHARDS.
Die. F. R. Viee-Pres. and ^Manager
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EUCALYPTUS OIL
The manufacture of oil may well be considered as a source of

revenue upon the exploitation of extensive Eucalyptus plantations.

It is obtained by a process of distillation, in which the leaves and
•small brush are utilized. There are a number of manufacturers
located in differerAt parts of the State, the chief producers operating

in Los Angeles, Garden Cove and Santa Monica. Their output
varies from a few hundred pounds to one or two tons a year, but
that of the largest manufacturer annually reaches the neighborhood
•of nine tons. Eucalyptus oil is recognized in theU. S. Pharmacopia
as a valuable drug, and is recommended for the cure or relief of a
considerable variety of complain. s, notably throat and bronchial

troubles. The demand for California oil is sufficient to maintain
it at a price which makes its extract profitable and it is probable
that its manufacture will be greatly increased in the future. A
liquid by-product of distillation is known to contain a high per-
•centage of tannin, and a valuable tanning extract may be produced
from this source.

THE DRAIN UPON THE FORESTS
Every American who is abreast of eurrei.t affairs is aware that

che forests of the country are being cut down much faster than
they are growing, but few have any very definite idea of just how
much more wood is being cut than is being produced, nor of how
long it may be, under present conditions and methods, before cer-

tain woods, now abundant, will be used up.
In the United States today, there are 2,482 furniture factories

with an annual output of $170,000,000 ; 5,143 factories manufact-
uring ^vehicles arjid agricultural implements with a total output
valued a^ $150,000,000: 712 factories manufacturing barrels and
cooperage stock with a total output of $14,000,000. Added to these
few here enumerated are many other industries which consume an
even gi*eater quantity of lumber, both hard and soft, but these herein
mentioned will suffice to give the reader a comprehensive idea of the
enormous drain upon our timber supply.

INCREASE IN CUT SINCE 1880.

(Forest Circular 129.)

The total lumber production reported bv the censuses of 1880,
1890, 1900, 1906 and 1907. is shown below.

" The cut has more than
doul)lod since 1880.

i^Hi^^l^HB 1S80

18,087,356,000 feet.

23,404,853,000 f,

34.780.513.000 feet

37,550,736.000 fee

1 S9(

)

1900

^^i 1906^i 1907

40.256.154.000 fcol.
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The railroads are importing millions of ties and are making eon-

tracis years in advance. 100.000,000 cross ties are used every year

by the"^ railroads of the United States. The telephone, telegraph

and electric light companies reported the purchase of 3,493,025

round poles exceeding twenty feet in length during the year 1906.

ROUND :\IIXE TIMBERS

According to data gathered by the Forest Service and the Geo-

logical Survey upon the consumption of timber in mines in 1905,

the quantity of round timbers used underground annually exceeds

165.000.000 cubic feet, of which over half consists of hardwoods.

Like the making of hewed cross-ties, the cutting of round mine tim-

bers takes large quantities of young timber, and in many localities

constitutes a most serious drain upon the forests.

WOOD FOR DISTILLATION

The amount of wood reported as used for distillation in 1906

was 1,195,130 cords, of Avhich a little over 50,000 cords consisted of

pine and the balance of hardwoods. The hardwoods distilled are

chiefly birch, beech and maple, but it is impossible to state the pro-

portions. In some cases the wood used for distillation consists of the

waste incident to logging and lumber manufacturing operations and
so constitutes a saving, while in other eases the wood is cut especially

for distillation.

VENEER

Not less than 326.000,000 feet, log scale, of timber Avere used for

the production of veneer in 1906. Many woods are made into

veneer, reports upon some 20 kinds being received, but the larger

portion is furnished by a comparatively few species. Over one-

fifth of the total amount consisted of red gum and about one-seventh

of oak, followed by yellow pine, maple, cottonwood, yellow poplar,

hardwood, birch, elm. tupelo, spittce. beech, ash and walnut. The
making of thin lumber from pine, cottonwood and similar woods
on veneer machines for boxes, baskets and crates has increased

rapidly in recent years. The veneering of such Avoods is for ;i

Avholly diffei-ent purpose than that of the veneering of oak. maple

and other ornamental woods, Avhere the sheet of veneer is spread

upon a backing of inferior material.

LUMBER PRICES GREATLY INCREASED.

"Within the last eight years, owing to the dwindling supply of

hardwood, statistics sliow that the price of quartered oak increased

from $55 to $S0 per llionsand: hickory from $48 to $65 per thousand;

yellow poi)]ar from $33 to $53.50 per thousand; and maple from

$22 to $32.50 jxM- thousand. There is every reason to expect that

the prices of those woods Avill soar still higlier during Ihc next 15

years because Avood must be used in increasing quantities to supply

the demand of building operations. It is estimated by the Federal

Forest Service that in sixteen years there Avill be very little

if anv. left. I:r the vear 1906 the total cut of hickory of all states

Avas 148.212.000 1>..anl" I'.m'I : walnut. 48.174.000 board feet.
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PRESENT PRICES OF TELEGRAPH POLES.

35 foot poles, 6 inches across the top $ 6.00 each

40 foot £oles, 6 inches across the top 7.00 each

45 foot poles, 6 inches across the top 8.00 each

50 foot poles, 6 inches across the top 9.25 each

55 foot poles, 6 inches across the top 11.25 each

60 foot poles, 6 inches across the top 12.50 each

HOW THE HUGHES MANUFACTURING & LUMBER CO,,

SEASON EUCALYPTUS.

The following letter written by the Hughes Manufacturing &
Lumber Company, dealing in Sash, Doors, Mill Work and Lumber,

Wholesale and Retail, Main Office and Yards, 1430 S. Alameda St,

Los Angeles, California, "will explain their method of seasoning and

uses of Eucalyptus Lumber:

Los Angeles, Cal., April 26, 1910.

C. H. Sellers,

24 and 25, Elks Bldg.,

Sacramento, Cal.

Dear Sir:— —
In reply to your inquir}- regarding our experience with eucalyptus,

we have found a praciical method whereby we can dry eucalyptus

about the same as plain oak, and when dry, use it for manufacturing

all kinds of cabinet work.

We find by sawing the logs up to about 3 inch or 4 inch planks

and placing in water for four or five days, gradually letting the

water get hot and gradually letting the same water cool, then Ave

pile the lumber to air dr\^ for several months, and before we use

it for cabinet work Ave kiln-dry it.

We have used eucalyptus for different classes of Avork for the last

four or five years. AVe haA'e used this Avood for the manufacture

of bank and office fixtures, furniture, interior house finishing, deco-

ration Avork, flooring, and for A'arious other uses Avhere a high polish

is needed, and find it A-ery satisfactory for construction and Avagon

Avork. The Avood is very hard and takes a high polish. When the

lumber is thoroughly drj^ Ave do not have any trouble about it Avarp-

ing or cracking, and Ave see no reason Avhy it should not take the

place in the commercial Avorld as one of the most beautiful cabinet

Avoods.

Yours very truly,

HUGHES MFG. & LBR. CO..

Per J. A. SOUTER.
JAS—SB.

.
Supt.
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SEASONING HARDWOODS.
^Manufacturers say that Eucalyptus presents no greater difficult-

ies in seasoning and handling than any other Eastern hardwoods,
which are annually cut and seasoned by the million feet in the

Eastern States. The success that has alread}^ been attained by
several experienced manufacturers proves that Eucalyptus yields

readily to thorough and proper methods. The following extracts

from circular 48, issued by the Forest Service, Washington, D. C,
entitled Kiln-Dryin g Hardwood Lumber—by Frederick Dunlap,
shows the method of seasoning eastern hardwoods.

TUIE REQUIRED
The time consumed in drying, one of the most imi)ortant items in

the expense account, varies very widely among- operators. Take,
for example. 1-inch plain white oak, which is a standard material
dried throughout the region studied. As a rule, this is dried from
one to two weeks_, yet many operators, even when crowded for kiln

space, double this period, whereas at the larger and more progress-

ive plants, especially those drying hardwood flooring, it is reduced
to five, four, or even three days. Where the kiln is larger than
necessary it is not an uncommor!) practice to use it as a storage room
for surplus stock. The time of drying differs widely also wnth the
species, as well as with the intended use. Quarter sawed oak usual-

ly requires half again as long as plain oak. ^Mahogany requires

about the same time as plain oak; ash dried in a little less time, and
maple, according to the purpose for which it is intended, may be
dried in one-fifth the time needed for oak or may need a slightly

longer treatment. For birch, the time required is from one-half to

two-thirds, and for poplar and basswood, from one-fifth to one-third

that required for oak.

COST
.

The information secured upon cost indicates, especially among
smaller operators, where economies are less carefully studied, the

widest divergence. The extreme figures, for products not widely
dift'erent, are 75 cents and $5.00 per thousand feet.

USE OF KILN-DRIED WOODS
With the exception of structural timber, nearly all hardwoods

are kiln-dried before they are made into tlie finished product. A
surface finish such as that demanded in furniture and interior work
and the high degree of strer.(gth and stifi'ness demanded in vehicle

and implement stock are impossible without thorough drying, and
fhis drying is most quickly accomplished in a kiln.

RESULTS OF ]\IISTREAT:\IENT

]\ristreatment of the material results in numerous defects, chief

among which are warping and twisting, checking, case hardening,

aitd honeycombing. ^Many woods, as. for example, tupelo and red

gum. will warp and twist in drying unless special care is taken.

This difficulty is not confined to kiln-drying, but is quite as great in

air-drying. Indeed, drying in the open with exposure to the sun
often develops the worst examples. In l>oth oases the remedy lies

in proper piling. In piling lumber for the kiln, the cross sticks

should always be placed directly over the trucks, following a per-
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Rockwell Grove, Sgin Pasqual \ alley, s Miles East of Escondido.

E. globulus, 20 Years Old. Average Diameter 30 Inches,

Average Height 165 Feet. Area S Acres.
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pendicular line. Successful kilu-drying depends chiefly mpon these

two principles and upon keeping separate the two distinct stages

of the process which they govern. To carry out proper drying prin-

ciples, a correctly constructed kiln is necessary. The essentials of

kiln construction, deferring details for the present, include the fol-

lowing points: The system of heaters and radiators should be cap-

able of maintaining the desired temperature at all times. The tem-
perature and humidity of the drj'ing chamber should be uruder per-

fect control and protected from outside influences. Simple devices

should control the circulation as desired, both between the kiln and
the outer atmosphere and between the two ends of the kiln. Toward
the end of the process abundant and vigorous circulation should be
provided for. due care being taken not to lower the temperature.

PARTS

The essential parts of a dry kiln are the drying chamber, the

steam coils and the ventilating device. The drying chamber varies

greatly in length, according to the output desired and the process
used. It may be as short as fifteen feet or as long as 150 feet. In
most cases its height is from 6 to 8 feet, with a width of from 10 to

30 feet. Though it may be made of a number of materials, wood
is widely used where the building laws permit. The choice of ma-
terial depends otherwise upon the kind of lumber to be used and
the thoroughness of drying desired. Some of the best drying is

done in brick kilns with concrete foundations.

METHODS OF OPERATING
There are two methods followed in kiln operations—the progress-

ive and the eharge systems. The progressive system requires a
kiln of considerable length, say upwards of 50 feet. Temperature
and moisture are so distributed in the kiln that in passing from the
green to the dry. a load of lumber is first moistened, then heated,
and finally dried out. In this way all stages of the process are
ur^der way in the different parts of the kiln at once. Circulation
may be carried on by a draft lengthwise of the kiln which carries

back the moisture from the dry end of the kiln and deposits it on
the wood in the wet end, or, where the extreme of moist-air drying
is practiced, there ma}' be no such longitudinal circulation and very
little circulation of any kind. The temperature may be fairly uni-

form throughout the whole length of the kiln, in which case the
wood must be very hot on exit to insure the removal of residual

moisture, or a difference of 20 to 40 F. or more may exist between
the two ends. The progressive system of operating is most widely
employed in factories where the wood to be dried is of fairly even
thickness and quality and Avhere the drying is done in large amounts
and continuously.

Kilns for operation in the charge system are typically square.
The kiln is charged and this charge is dried before fresh material
is admitted. Wheeled carriages may be used to carry the material,

or it may be piled upon the floor or arranged along the walls. For
novelty works and other establishments with a highly varied pro-

duet of which smaller amounts are .dried at once, this method is

widely employed, and wherever particular attention must be paid
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to the thickness and quality of the stock it probably yields the best

results. Conditions are controlled entirely from outside the kiln

and are varied to suit the operator's ideas of the requirements of

the case.

Drying may be continuous or intermittent. From necessity or

economy many kilns are operated only by day. At night, in such
cases, the heat is shut off. the blower is stopped, and the temper-
ature is allowed to fall, while the humidity may reach the day-

point. Intermittent operation is not adapted to yielding the best

quality of product. It would be highly expensive, owing to the loss

in heat in restoring the drying temperature in the morning, were it

not that in this case only exhaust steam is used.

Where the drying is continuous, the kiln is supplied with live

steam when the engines are shut down at night. This means that

drying progresses evenly. The material is held at a regular tem-
perature and, provided the humidity does not fall too low, checking
and warping are less apt to occur.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

It is essential to know what conditions of temperature, humidity,
and circulation obtain in the kiln when the output is being properly
dried, since these are probably the most important and are certainly

the most readily determined elements of the operation. Successful
kiln-drying depends, therefore, not only upon the adequacy of the
drying equipment, but also upon the auxiliary equipment for show-
ing at every moment the conditions within the drying chamber.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.

The blue gum is the most widely adaptable of the Eucalyptus
planted in California. Its requirements for favorable environment
are moderate, and it occupies an intermediate position among Eu-
calyptus which endure extremes of drought and cold. The section

within the influence of tlie moderate coast climate is most favorable
for its best development. Though its growth is especially thrifty

in the northern coasc counties and in the coast valleys of Southern
California, its timber production appears most rapid in the Santa
Clara, Sacramento and other valleys opening about San Francisco
Bay. In the treeless sections of Southern California man}' extensive
Eucalyptus Globulus plant atioii^ have been set out to supply fuel

demands. The exploitation of these groves at recurrent periods of

4 to 8 years has in a large measure supplied this region for the past
40 years with fuel.

The early growth of the blue gum is very rapid. Under favorable
moisture conditions, trees have attained the height of 175 feet in

12 to 20 years and diameters of 2 to 5 feet. The root system consists

mostly of numerous strong laterals: the tap-root rarely penetrates
to a depth of more than 10 feet. Abund^t supply of moisture is

demanded and as the roots grow quickly toward water Eucalyptus
globulus should never be planted near wells, cisterns, water pipes.

\rrigating ditches or similar water impounding structures. In loose,

sandy or gravelly soils the large lateral roots penetrate to great
depth, and extend almost incredible distances. In digging wells,
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large roots have been discovered at a depth of 45 feet below the
surface and the surface roots of large trees frequently spread over
100 feet away from the trunk of the tree.

The Eucalyptus globulus is a species of no great drought endur-
ance. It is drought-hardy ia Southern California only so far east

as the head of San Bernardino Valley. Long continued periods of
drought and the lowering of the water level in some of the Southern
California valleys have had a very injurious effect upon the plan-
tations. During the sapling age, if summers are very long and dry,

cultivation should be given the soil or the leaves will turn brown
and fall. In many localities in the interior valley and in the moun-
tain foothills blue gum endures unfavorable conditions but the result
is stunted and slow growth ; more hardy species should be selected
for planting. The blue gum groves upon the dry slopes and crests
of the Coast Range hills owe their thrift principally to the prevalence
of fogs, for ordinarily they will nov succeed in dry localities. Owing
to fog moisture, however, the valleys opening into San Francisco
Bay are rendered the most favorab'.'e region for blue gum (Eucalyp-
tus globulus )plantiug in California. The Los Angeles and San Ber-
nardino valleys average nearly the same annual rainfall, but in the
latter region the amount is inadequate for the best growdi of blue
gum. Frequent fogs, however, make the Los Angeles valley a very
favorable region for the growth of this and other species. It is little

inferior in suitability to the Bay counties though the annual pre-
cipitation is but half as great. Blue gum will grow where the water
level is very high and will even endure standing water foj* a 'time.

On portions of the tule marshes in the central part of the State,

whel-e the level of the brackish water is within a foot of the sur-

face, blue gum has been grown on very soft, spongy soils and stimu-
lated to very rapid development. This species and the red gum
have grown upon soil where their roots were supplied by brackish
Avater. Eucalypts have never been successfully planted on tide
fiats or flooded salt marshes and trees have died out on land which
lias become salt-marsh by inundation.

In Southern California deep sandy loam soils have been found to

support the best growth while clay-loam and adobe soils support
maximum growth both in the Bay counties and in the coast valleys
of Southern California. Few situations in which blue gum plan-
tations have been set are sufficiently well watered to support maxi-
mum growth. This species will not tolerate excessive alkaline soils,

T)ut as a general rule they will grow on partially alkaline soils.

Blue gum is not so frost enduring as red, desert, gray and manna
gums, but more so than sugar and lemon gums. It remains very
sensitive to frost as long as the immature foliage is retained. Sap-
lings will survive a temperature of 22 degrees F.. and both blue
and sugar gum will endure more frost than citrus trees.

This species shows the most persistent vitality of all Eucalyptus
and produces prolificly by sprouting, and to a considerable extent
by seed. Fuelwood groves over 30 years old have sprouted up vig-

orously after the fourth and fifih cutting, and seedling trees over 30
years old sprout after cutting as thriftily as younger trees. Repro-
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VOLUME OF ALL TREES ON ACRE.

Owner of Grove Location
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VOLUME OF 8 INCHES IN DIAMETER AND OVER ON ACRE

Owner of Grove

Baldwin

Baldwin

Baldwin

Mecham

Mecham

Mecham

Mecham

Bailey

Bailey

Neton

Micheaux

Micheaux

Xewman

Jinnie

Olibenhain

Diamond Cos) Co. .

LaBsing

Harrison

Martn

Montique

Sexton

Thaxter

Stewart

DeWitt

Hunter

Whatson

Arcadia

Arcadia

Arcadia

Mecham

Mecham

Mecham

Mecham

Santa Ana

Santa Ana

Newton Ranch

Compton

Compton

Santa Ana

Coyote

Olibenhaim...

Compton

Compton

Harper

Harper

Compton

Compton

Nedeau

Compton

Harper

Bairdstown . .

.

Whatson

12x12

10x12

10x10

7x 7

Cx 6

8x 8

10x10

6x10

6x10

8x10

8x 8

8x 8

10x10

4x 5

8x 8

8x 8

10x10

8x 8

6x

8x 8

8x 8

10x10

6x 6

7x 7

8x 8

6x 8

151

180

334

739

705

453

376

558

334

286

160

320

346

732

*474

153

196

248

124

40

354

374

120

216

378

316

5,771

5,000

34,338

14,673

21,477

21,487

24,994

19,0<'.0

7 808

4,042

2,540

5,496

9,958

14,416

21,968

2,225

3,126

4,088

1,932

568

6,636

11,054

1,776

3,864

12,872

6,850

86.1

83.7

512.5

219.0

320.5

320.9

372.9

284.6

116.5

r.9..-!

:38.0

82.0

148.9

57.9

328.0

33.2

46.7

61.0

28.8

59.7

99.0

174.0

26.5

54.8

192.0

82 2

28,855

28.000

213,796

73,365

107,385

116,064

140,464

87,%0

39,040

23,210

12,700

27,480

49,790

72,080

109,840

11,125

15,630

20,440

9,660

2,840

33,170

58,270

8,880

18,320

64,300

34,200

. Seedlings

. Seedlings

. Seedlings

. . . Sprouts

. Seedlings

. Seedlings

. Seedlings

. Seedlings

. Seedlings

. . . Sprouts

. Seedlings

. . . Sprouts

. . . Sprouts

. Seedlingi

. Seedlings

. Seedlings

. . . Sprouts

. Seedlings

Seedlings

. . . Sprouts

.. . Sprouts

.. . Sprouts

. . .
Sprouts

. Seedlings

. Seedlings

. Seedlings

The above table represents the same 26 plantations as are shown Oii

opposite page. When computing the figures that were secured in the

field, nothing under 8 inches in diameter was considered. All diameters

below 8 inches were thrown out. This was done to see what the differ-

ence would be by comparing all diameter classes from 2 inches and over,

as against 8 inches in diameter and over, results of which are shown im

above table, by comparison with the table on the opposite page.

Example—Baldwin plantation. Spaced 12x12. Age of grove, 18

years. Trees per acre, 151. Volume cubic feet, 5,7771. (California

cords, 86.1). Board feet, 855. By comparing these figures with figures

on the opposite page, it will be noticed, while the total board fee secured
is the same, the cord volume is 86.1, as compared with 87. The volume
cubic feet is 5,771, as against 5,891. The trees per acre are 151, as

against 166.
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BAILEY GROVE No. 1

Santa Ana, Cal.

Eucalytus Globulus. Seedlings.

9 years old.

This grove has never been irrigated

or cultivated.

BAILET GROVE No. 2

vSanta Ana, Cal.

Eucalyptus Glol)ulus. Seedlings.

8 years old.

Cultivated for the first 5 years.

1). lih.



E. ijlobulus. :iS Years Old, Santa Fiaiijaia LOiiiity, Calif.
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Eiualyptus maculuta. Spotted Gum. Ausiralian Eucalyptus Forest

Conditions.



auction from seed is especially common in plantations near Santa
Barbara, Avhere saplings three years old have been noted which
have reached a diameter of 3 inches and height of 25 to 30 feet.

The blue gum reproduces with great facility in the groves in the
Santa Clara Valley and about San Francisco Bay and even over
drier situations on the Piedmont hills. A notable evidence of the
vitality of the Eucalyptus globulus was given in the last decade
during the long continued period of excessive drought in Southern
California.

The Eucalyptus globulus may be. grown practically through the
Eucalyptus range and its ease of propagation and its unexcelled rate

of growth to large merchantable proportions make it the most val-

uable Eucalypt for plantinig for timber production. In strength
tests its wood ranks high among the stronger Eucalyptus timbers,

and it has been found suitable for all the great variety of uses which
have placed Eucalyptus timber in its present favorable estimation.

Seasoned Eucalj^ptus globulus timber has been substituted in the
San Francisco , market for orders of hard maple, hickor5\ and
"ironwood" without the knowledge of the purchaser, but to the full

satisfaction of the uses to which the timber was put.

To secure best results it should be cut during the winter, peeled
and worked up while green, corded up away from contact with the
soil, and alloAved to season two or three months before using. A
superior grade of charcoal may be made from gum wood.
The dry Avood of Eucalyptus globulus averages 61 pounds per

cubic foot, varying from 52 to 70 pounds, according to the age of

the timber and the degree of seasoning. Its color is whitish or
straw color and in both color and grain closely resembles the ap-
pearance of hickory or ash. The heart is but little darker than
the sap.

EUCALYPTUS TERETICORNIS—GRAY GUM.

Gray Gum attains a good size under favorable conditions, quite

rapidly, and gives promise of reaching fully the size the trees do
in their native home. When growing near together, or among other
trees, they are very tall and straight with an even trunk, but when
growing scattered they develop a great many branches and are more
stocky. On a ranch near Santa Barbara, their rate of growth has
been about two-thirds that of Eucalyptus globulus, the fastest-grow-

ing species. The bark is commonly smooth and grayish, frequently
flaking off in thin layers. The leaves of the young seedlings are

broad, with very short stalks, but as the young tree increases in size

the leaves that appear are mor6 scattered, longer-stalked aijd more
slender. The flowers are above medium size, in open clusters of

4 to 8 on slender stalks. The seed cases are usually below medium
size and are top-shaped or goblet-slmped. with prominent protruding
valves.

The Gray Gum thrives under quite a variety of climatic con-

ditions. It endures a considerable drought and succeeds on the

lower hilly situations in Southern California. It proves one of the

best species for planting in the frosty portions of the central interior

valley, and will endure considerable amount of alkali. It will with-
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Tile following letter was received from the California Souvenir

Company, manufacturers of Eucalyptus

:

Los Angeles, Cal.. Aug. 4, 1910

Mr. C. H. Sellers.

Sacramento. Cal.

Dear Sir:

—

The accompanying illustration (on page 93). represents a table

made by us. entirely of Eucalyptus. The top is solid and the corner

designs and border are inlaid, as Avell as the center piece. The table

is composed of about one thousand pieces, seven different species

being used in its construction. It is on exhibition in the Los An-

geles Chamber of Commerce at the present tinu\

We have used Eucalyptus in the manufacture of a great variety

of articles such as canes, chairs, police clubs, parquet flooring, rulers,

chisel and hammer handles, neck yokes, single and tlouble trees, for

which it is Avell adapted, equal in strength to hickory.

It will displace mahogany and the hardwoods ior furniture and

interior finish. In our experience we have found that it takes any

stain and finishes mose beautifully, equal to any mahogany with

which we are acquainted. A certain per cent of the Eucalyptus

wood has a most beautiful grain, which is brought out by the finish.

When mature trees felled in the proper season are sawed, the

ends of the lumber painted, piled with air space in tall stacks, or

weighted down, very little difiticulty should lie nu't with in air

seasoning.

Very truly yours.

A. 11. SCllWA.N.

^lanasrer. California S»)iivenir Co.
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E. 2,iol)nins. I^os Anseles Ci)uuiy. 6 Veais Old.



E. globulus, Los Angeles County, 8 Years Old. Fourth Growth in 3 2 Yt^ars.
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stand miuimum temperatures of 15 to 20 F., and maximum temper-
atures of 110 to 112 F. This species has been known to still live and
revive -quickly after a drop in the temperature to 12 F. It also

grows without injury in the frosty parts of the San Joaquin and
Sacramento Valleys where young blue gums are frequently killed

to the ground, and where sugar gum may not be successfully grown.

The trees of this species furnish an excellent red-colored timber
that is very hard and very durable under-ground. It is used for

general building purposes, for ship building, for wheelwright work,
for railway ties, telegraph poles, posts, fencing, and fuel, its char-

acteristics and uses being much the same as those of Eucalyptus
rostrata. By some the timber is considered more durable than that

of the latter. Mr. Maiden reports a post of this species that re-

mained quite sound for fifty-five years, according to the same author,

Mr. Howitt, the eminent authority cfn Victorian trees, places Eucalyp-

tus tereticornis at the head of all commercial timber trees of that col-

ony. Gray gum is closely related to the red gum. The tree possesses

« similar degree of hardiness, strength and durability that make the

red gum so valuable for commercial purposes, but its form develop-
menit is greatly superior; it develops a clear, straight bole of large

dimensions. This timber will undoubtedly supph^ adequately a
great variety of commercial uses.

RECORD OF DURABILITY OF THE TERETICORNIS IN

AUSTRALIA.

According to the Forestry Branch, this species is plentiful, and
generally found on mountain slopes or in deep gullies on and near
the coast of Southern Queensland.

Toowoomba—Mr. Butler, of Dalveen, where this timber grows
plentifully, pointed out some fencing erected of this timber, 35 years
old. The posts have stood better than the rails, but the fence is still

serviceable. Some of the sleepers near Dalveen Tunnel are of this

timber, and in good order, age 24 years. Station Carpenter Clark
considers it is equally durable in buildings, and of the same appear-
ance when sawn or split as grey ironbark.

Townsville—This timber very much resembles Ironbark. In the

Townsville jetty, piles and girders of Grey Gum, used some 13 years
ago. show no signs of decay. Very hard to distinguish Grey Gum
from Ironbark, when dressed, but the best way, I find, is to saw a
small piece off at the end, when Ironbark will be found to be smooth.
Grey. Gum being a little woolly on end of grain.

Six tests from 2 samples of timber, Nos. 32 and 33. one from
Pomona on the North Coast line and Ihe other from Murphy's Creek
on the east side of the main range, gave an average modulus of
rupture of 16,409 lbs., and an average modulus of elasticity of
2.149.400 lbs. These speak well for the strength of this timber, but
more tests are required to obtain reliable averages.

A sample taken from a girder renewed at Bridge No. 1, Kilarney
Branch, in March. 1906, about 13 years old. showed a modulus of
rupture of 20,770 lbs., and modulus of elasticity of 2.585.567 lbs.
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VOLUME TABLE

Diameter Breast High On Age.

Table No. 1 Table No. 2.

77,186 Trees mea&ured



E. slobulus Plamalioii in Escondido Valley, San Diego Coiimy,

1 V2 Months Old. Averaging 9 Feet High.
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E. globulus. Escondido Valley, San Diego County, 14 Months Old.
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Particulars have been obtained of 917 sleepers renewed in the

Brisbane and Toowoomba districts, their average life being 17.5S

years. As usual the best life is in the Toowoomba district, where
268 half-round sleepers show a life of 20.98 years, while in the Bris-

bane district 150 squared sleepers give a life of only 12.94 years. .

In April, 1901, Mr. E. C. Quinlan reported as follows: "On the

Warwick side of Gargett 's tunnel there are nine rail lengths, and on
the Stanthorpe side, 5 rail lengths laid with these sleepers. About
half have been renewed and the remainder will be taken out in the

next 2 or 3 years." They have been in the road 21 years.

In April, 1902, Mr. L. Hassell examined 300 sleepers which, he
was assured, w^ere Grey Gum. They were put down on the third

curve of the Warwick side of Dalveen about 21 years before and
were still in very good order ; only one or two had been renewed, an^i

The balance looked as if ihey would give a total life of 30 years.

Ties of Eucalyptus tereticornis. twenty to thirty years; fence
posts, thirty to thirty-five years ; box drains, thirty years.

Average strength in lbs. per square inch.

Transverse strength Modulus of Rupture. 54 in. x 6 in. x 4 in—19,600.

Tensile strength, 22,000.

Compressive strength, 12 in. x 3 in.—9,500.

Shearing strength, 6 in. x 6 im x 2 in.—2,100.

E. ROSTRATA—RED GUM.

Individuals of Red Gum make fairly rapid growth, and are com-
monly above medium size. The tree varies considerably in habit
and appearance, in some cases being erect and stately, and in other
cases unisymmetrical and irregular in growth. It is one of the lead-

ing forest trees of the Australian continent. Baron von Mueller
says of it that it is "perhaps the most important of the whole genus."
Mr. Maiden says: "I do not suppose there is a person resident in

"Victoria or South Australia for six months who does not well know
what rostrata is; it is the tree which produces directly to the colony
by far the most revenue of all our trees."

The rostrata grows under a great variety of climatic conditions.

It is scattered over most of the southern part of Australia, growing
ihere in a great variety of situations. While it prefers moist river

bottoms with an equable climate, it will endure much heat, severe
frost, and considerable drought. In California, it thrives along the

coast, on the dry mesas, in the foothills, and in many of the dry. hot
valleys of the interior. In the latter region it endures minimum
temperatures of 15 to 20 F.. and maximum temperatures of 110 to

115 F. It thrives in the moist, foggy sections of the coast regions

of California and endures the desert conditions of Soutliern Arizona.
Rostrata grows in standing water in Australia, and will endure more
soil moisture than probably any other eucalypts grown in California.

Young trees planted on low land and for a time entirely submerged
have survived and continued to grow. Around the borders of over-

flowed tule lands about the junction of the Sacramento and San
Joaquin Rivers in the Central Valley of the State, rostrata is the

most suitable species for planting, though Blue Gum may be success-

fully grown. Besides enduriiiig such extreme climatic conditions as
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BALDWIN PLANTATION, ARCADIA, CAL.

Eucalyptus Globulus. 24 Years Old. Seedlings.

Diameter,
Breast—High
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Mecham Plantation, E. globulus 7 Years Old.
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E. globulus. Second Growth. 5 Years Old. Los Angeles <_ \)um\
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indicated, this species is also tolerant of considerable alkali.

The rostrata furnishes a timber that is very valuable for many
purposes. When first cut, the wood is a rich, red color that grows
darker as it is exposed to the air. It is close-grained, the libres

being interlocked and thus rendering it quite difficult to split. It is

very hard and strong—]Mr. ]\Iaiden says, "almost as hard as iron,

when thoroughly dry." The great usefulness of the timber is due,

principally, to its durability, both underground and in water.

Baron Von Mueller says, in his "Introduction to Botanical Teach-
ings," "Well-matured trees of this species, cut at the season when the

circulation of the sap is least active and carefully placed for drying,

have proved one of the most durable of any timbers of the whole
globe." The principal uses of the timber in Australia are for ship-

building, bridge-building, paving blocks, telegraph poles, posts, piles,

house-blocks and street curbing. It is quite resistant to the attacks

of marine animals and white ants. The timber is one of the most
highly esteemed in all Australia among that of eucalypts. It an-

swers the universal demand for a hardwood of uniform quality.

In California, the principal uses made of the rostrata have been
for fuel and posts, shade trees, wind-breaks, and as a forest cover
in a great variety of situations. It may be planted with profit as a

forest cover in ravines, on hillsides, plains and in desert situations.

EUCALYPTUS CORYNOCALYX—SUGAR GUM.

Sugar Gum is now being grown in commercial plantations in

California. The seedling period is shade-demanding and the sapling

stage requires full exposure to sunlight. Root development is rapid,

early growth sending down a large taproot. The well known habit

of Eucalyptus roots to spread, and grow toward moisture makes
it impracticable to plant this species near Avells, cisterns, ditches,

water pipes and any structure impoundirig Avater. Reproduction
takes place readily by both seeds and sprouts. Its reproduction is

less exacting than glolndus and rostrata in demands for soil moisture.

Seedlings grow up freely or under isolated parent trees and survive

the dry summers in many localities in California. They are fre-

(luently found on exceedinglly hard, dry and stony soils, which
appear inhospitable for seedling growth.

This species is much more sensitive to cold than globulus. Seed-
lings are often killed in nurseries in cold winters, and difficulty is

experienced in starting plantations in many parts of the State. On
very frosty lands it cannot be grown, but it is generally planted oa
less frosty situations too dry for the growth of other species. In

low valleys it may be set out late in the season when frost danger
is past, owing to its ability to grow with scanty soil moisture. After

one year's growth, trees are rarely killed down by frosts of the

second winter. Ihongli often the lower limbs of saplings are de-

foliated.

Corynacolyx is notable for its endurance of most excessive heat

and foliage, and is not burned during the summer months in the

Imperial Valley. For drought resistance and endurance of soil

aridity, the sugar gum surpasses any other planted tree in Califor-

)iia. Trees remain thrifty when ground moisture drops in summer
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HILL PLANTATION, GARDEN GROVE, CAL

E. Sideroxylon. Seedlings.. .27 Years Old.

Diameter,



The above picture shows the result of not trimming the lind growth down

to 2 to 5 sprouts. On page 70 shows the benefit of forest management.
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Note the straightness and the healthy looking appearance of the sprouts.

If 4 of the larger ones had been left on the stump shown in

the picture, the* i-esult would have been much better.
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to great depths below the surface, and nature trees planted upon
very unfavorable sites have suifered no injury during long continued
periods of exceptional drought. In drought-hardiness it outranks
rostrata, tereticornis, viminalis and citriodora. Corynocalyx is

very intolerant of excess of moisture. Large trees have been quick-
ly killed in very wet and overflowed soils.

The planting range of corynocalyx is somewhat limited by its

susceptibility to cold, but it should be selected for planting in sit-

uations too dry for the successful growth of globulus. In Southern
California it succeeds through the range of the globulus. It may
be sueeessfulyy grown upon all the lower foothill slopes of the Sierra

Nevada, Sierra Madre and the Coast Ranges. With the globulus
it will be the best species for planting upon the cutover lands of
the Coast redwood belt. Its planting is apparently precluded in

the Imperial section.-, and in lower portions of the central interior

valley. The lack of frost-hardiness of the corynocalyx is unfortu-
nate since it is well adapted to endure the aridity and deficient soil

moisture during the summer season in both these sections.

This species is little inferior to the globulus as a species for ex-
tensive commercial planting. While of slower growth, especially
in diameter, than the globulus, it exhibits many superior character-
istics. It is persistent in growth and will reach equal dimensions
in height and diameter to the blue gum. Trees have reached 125
feet and a diameter of 14 inches in 12 years. It is characterized by
its clear and even bole, uniformly straighter than that of most other
Eucalypts, and therefore affords a most desirable timber form. The
timber is straight and even grained, and also proves durable in con-
tact with the soil. By strength test it has proven the strongest
of the commercial species planted in California, the strength of

seasoned wood exceeding that of the best grades of second-growth
hickory. It excels any other Eucalypt planted in California in the

endurance of drought. Timber may be grown in dry situations
where other species will not attain merchantable proportions.

This species has been comparatively recently introduced. It has
previously been planted to only a limited extent in the region south
of the Tehachapi, where advantage has been taken of its drought-
resisting qualities for planting in dry situations. It has not until
recently been considered for extensive commercial planting, owing
to its slower rate of growth. Several extensive plantations have
been made in recent years, however to furnish a future market
supply of this valuable timber. The corynocalyx is especially val-

uable for posts, poles, piles, ties and vehicle stock, and will later

undonbtedly supplant blue gum for many of the purposes which
have developed for its employment.

E. RESINFERA—RED MAHOGANY

The trees of this species, when planted in grove formation,
are the most erect growing of the eucalyptus family. The bark of

the young trees is a deep reddish brown changing to liglit grey and
brown as the trees grow old; it is rough, fibrous and persistent.

The leaves are slightly curved, of a leathers texture, dark green
on the upper side and several shades lighter on the under surface.
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SEXTON PLANTATION, COMPTON, CAL

Eucalyptus Globulus. Sprout Growth. 6 Years Old.

Diameter,
Breast—High



The flowers are about medium size, in clusters of 4 to 10, on a some
what compressed stalk. The seed cases are cup-shaped or bell-

shaped.
This species can be used as a forest cover, as a shade tree and as

a wind-break where it is too moist and warm for other species ; when
planted ini forest formation the tree grows exceptionally straight,

clearing the lower limbs thus forming a long, clear bole, which makes
it so valuable for piles, poles and construction timber. In its native

home, it is considered one of the most valuable hardwoods of the

colony, "New South "Wales." It is a rich, red color, and in appear-

ance resembling true mahogan5^ It is capable of taking a high

polish, and is a fine furniture Avood where its weight is not against

it. However, when used in contact with the soil, it is one of the

most durable timbers, being greatly resistant to damp and the at-

tacks of white ants. For best development, the E. resinifera re-

quires a deep, rich soil with plenty of moisture, and should attain

its best development on the coast where it has the benefit of the

heavy coast fog. This species is not a drought resistant tree, nor

Avill it stand extremes of temperature, the range being from 26 F.

to 105 F.. and it must have moisture. In the hot climate of the in-

terior valleys the tree when young is very often scalded l\v the winds
in summer.

EUCALYPTUS DIVERSICOLOR—KARRI
The Karri is a large and stately tree, in the Southwest, growing

much more rapidly than "E. Amygdalina," the only tree that in

Australia exceeds it in height. The foliage is attractive in appear-

ance, the leaves of the young seedlings being oval or roundish, and
those of the adult tree narrower. This species thrives in moderately
moist situations near the coast, but does not endure well the dry
heat of the interior. It is quite resistant to frost. Its growth is

rapid and in situations favorable for its culture, the Karri rivals

the "Blue Gum," and the timber is superior to that of Blue Gum.
The wood is straight-grained and makes good lumber, the tall,

straight trunks make good masts.

EUCALYPTUS RUDIS
This species varies in habit, most being erect and stately, while

occasionally others have drooping stems and branches. The grayish
bark of the trunk is usually rough and persistent but sometimes
flakes off. leaving the trunk smooth. As the tree grows older, the
new leaves are longer and thinnish. finally being lance-shaped or
curved. In the Southwest, the tree has prqven to be remarkably
hardy to heat and cold", endurinir without injurv. minimum temper-
ature of 15' and 18' and of 110' to 118' F.' The wood is used in

Australia for fuel and posts.

EUCALYPTUS SIDEROXYLON—VICTORIA IRONBARK
This tree is of medium large size, and it usually grows erect, with

an even trunk, having numerous side branches especially towards
the top. It never grows to a great height. It endures minimum
temperatures of 16' to 20' F.. and maximum 110' to 112' F.

This tree is one of the very useful Euealypts. its principal uses
are for l)ridge construction, ties, girders and large beams in build-
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HUNTER PLANTATION, BAIRDSTOWN, CAL.

Eucalyptus Globulus. Seedlings, 7 Years Old.

Diameter,



ings, joists, posts, hubs, spokes, shafts of vehicles and for a great

variety of other purposes where strength and durability are re-

quired. The wood is a dark red and is very hard and heavy.

The whole appearance of the tree, with its rough, dark bark, its

silvery, narrow leaves and daintily colored flowers is quite distinct-

ive, contrasting strongly with the smooth barked, broader leafed

species of the genus.

EUCALYPTUS VIMINALIS—MANNA GUM
Tliis species grows throughout the range of globulus a^d rostrata.

It succeeds better than the globulus throughout the San Joaquin
and Sacramento Valleys, and becomes one of the most suitable euca-

lypts for planting in this section. Viminalis is the only eucalypt

which has reached equal dimensions with the globulus.

In frost-hardiness the viminalis is surpassed by rostrata and tere-

ticornis but is ranked ahead of globulus, corynocolyx and citridora.

It has successfully endured the frosty winters, of the Imperial Valley

and grows without injury in the frosty parts of the San Joaquin and
Sacramento Valleys. It is also little afifected by high temperature.

Viminalis has been used to a limited extent in plantations, but it^">

timber is of somewhat inferior strength, and its form development
so variable that it cannot be ranked among the more valuable com-
mercial species. Its timber has never been cut into lumber for com-
parison of its value with globulus wood. In the rapidity of its

lieight and diameter growth to similar large proportions, the vim-

ialis most nearly of all the commonly planted eucalypts approaches
that of globulus. In plantations and Avhen open grown the tree

occasionally develops tall, massive shafts, straight and clear, and
inferior to the best timber growth of the globulus. This form may
not be depended upon, however, as the tree often in close plantation

develops an irregular forking trunk dividing inito heavy branches.

EUCALYPTUS CITRIODORA—LEMON GUM.

The lemon gum, E. Citriodora. is restricted in its planting range

hy its intolerance of moderate cold. When planted upon frosty

valley lands in Southern Californda. it is repeatedly killed to the

ground. It is best suited by abundant soil moisture, but will endure
considerable drought. Planting of this species is necessarily re-

stricted to the less frosty valley lands and to the less unfavorable
portions of the planting ran;ge of corynocalyx.

Higli temperature combin-^d with excessive atmospheric dryness

affects the foliage of citriodora more or less seriously. It is one of

the least drought-hardy of the eucalypts.

Citriodora produces a timber of value and makes comparatively
rapid growth, superior to that of corynocalyx. Its^straiiiht. clear

form recommends it, on situations suited to its exactions for mod-
erate climate, as a species desirable for commorcinl plnntincr.

EUCALYPTUS GUNNII—CEDAR EUCALYPT
This tree is usually not a tall one, but in some situations in Aus-

tralia it is said to grow to a height of 250 feet: no tree growinir in

the Southwest, however, gives promise of attaining a great height,

though some of them are already 60 feet high. This species grows
well near the coast and sometimes inland. It is n very hardy species.
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DE WITT PLANTATION, HARPER, CAL.

Eucalyptus Globulus. Seedlings. 5 Years Old.

Diameter,



and, since in Australia it grows to an elevation of 4.000 to 5,000 feet,

it ought to succeed in elevated regions of the Southwest. It endures
fairly well the summer heat of the interior valley, grows thriftily,

even though the temperature falls to 20' F., each night. The tree

does not furnish an especially useful timber. The sap of this tree
is used by the aborigines of Australia for making a kind of cider.

EUCALYPTUS AMYGDALINA
In its native country, the individuals of this species are the tallest

trees in the world. The record height of this species is over 400
feet, and diameters of 18 to 35 feet. One tree measured 220 feet

long, 12 feet in diameter at the top and 30 feet at the base. The
leaves when crushed have a distinct odor of peppermint. Flowers
are in clusters of 8 to 15. It grows best in well watered mountain
regions. The wood is comparatively light, unlike many other
Eucalypts floating on water. It does not usually last well under-
ground, nor does it furnish fuel of good quality.

EUCALYPTUS ROBUSTA—SWAMP MAHOGANY
The tree thrives at and near the coast, but does not endure well

the dry heat of the interior. It has been much planted as an avenue
tree in the State of California, but after a few years it usually
makes an irregular, unsatisfactory growth, unless the roots are kept
quite moist.

The wood of this tree is not in special favor wiih artisans; but
as it is durable underground, it is very useful for posts, ties and
similar purposes. It is free from the attacks of destructive insects,

Avhich is ascribable to th(^ juvsence of kin<t.

EUCALYPTUS FICIFOLIA
"Scarlet-flowering Gum." The most ornamental species of the

family, with large, leathery leaves and immense clusters of large
magnificent, bright, crimson flowers.

RAISING EUCALYPTUS SEEDLINGS
Eucalyptus seedlings are not as easy to propogate as those of

most other tree species, and some 40 to 50 nurserymen throughout
the State are engaged in raising them. Seedlings grow to a height
of 6 inches to 12 inches—that most suitable for field planting—in

from 5 to 8 months. Seed planting should be timed, therefore, so

that stock will reach proper size at the planting season selected.

By some propogators of Eucalyptus stock, seed is sown in the
nursery in beds on the ground. Seedlings are successfully raised
ill this manner and probably at least expense, and the plan is favoivd

by the best nurserymen. ]\Iost convenient boxes for transport in

a Avagon or handlincr in a nursery or in the field are 18x24 inches,

and a depth of four inches will allow abundant space for root de-

velopment. Deeper boxes are too heavy for ready handling, while
shallower ones cramp and stnnt ^he roots of the seedlings. Tlie

best results may be attained by the use of an artifically prepared
soil, the composition and porosity of which may be suited exactly
to the needs of the seedlings. A sandy loam with sand predominat-
iner should be prepared by mixture of fine sand Avith a heavier dark
soil and a small quantity of partly deeaved leaf mould. Seed should
be evenly soAvn broadcast- over the moist surface. The best results
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PART OF THE FIELD REPORT ON MECHAM'S EUCALYP-

TUS PLANTATION, MECHAM, CAL., JULY, 1908.

Total area of groves, 200 acres, coraprising 42 different planta-

tions. The trees were planted to protect the house, barns, chickens
and cattle from the hot sun and winds in the summer time. The
first groves were planted 22 years ago, the seed being purchased in

San Francisco at a cost of $16.00 per oz. Mr. Mecham furnished
the seed to the nurseryman at Petaluma. The first 1,000 trees fur-

nished by the nurserj'man at Petaluma were raised in pots and cost

Mr. Mecham 25c each. At the age of 6 years, about 90 per cent of

the trees planted, which were raised in pots, were blown over by a

very heavy windstorm. Mr. Mecham said the roots apparently
grew in a sort of ball shape. This was a result of growing the trees

in pots and not trimming the roots before planting them in the field.

Mr. Mecham 's groves are set out on different portions of his 5.000

acre ranch and invariably located on top of the hills or ridges. Very
few have been set out in the level valley land. Some of these ridges

are 500 to 700 feet above the valley. When the seedlings were first

planted, one single strand of wire was placed around the grove.

This was to prevent the cattle from running through the groves and
breaking down the young seedlings. "When the trees reached the

height of 8 feet, the wire was taken away as the cattle could do no
harm by rambling through the groves. Cost of cutting trees into cord

wood, $1.50 to $2.25 per cord. The wood was sold on the ground
lor $5.50 per cord (California cord 96 feet). About 18 months after,

the stumps had sprouted out again. Mr. Mecham sent his men
through to cut away all shoots except 3 to 5 of the largest ones.

This, he claimed, improved the trees greatly and from the appearance
of his groves, which have been cut off at various times, it is appar-
ent that the growth of the sprouts have been greatl.v aided

Mr. Mecham made the statement that several offers had been made
to kim for his groves, especially tliose that would make poles and
piling. One offer Avas two thousand dollars ($2.000 ^ and for wlial

poles they could get and would leave the waste parts of the trees

for him to cut into fire wood, but he refused all offers on the frround

that the banks niisht bust up but the trees could not. run away.
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will be obtained from a density of not over 1000 seeds to 2 square
feet. After sowing, the seed should be covered with a layer of fine

sand a little deeper than the thickness of the seed, then covered
with burlap. The soil should be kept thoroughly moist while

germination is awaited. During warm weather germination may
be expected in from four to ten days.

After the seedlings appear, care in satisfying but not over supply-

ing their need for moisture will prevent nearly all difficulty ex-

perienced in raising them. The loss of stock by damping off, owing
to an excess of soil or atmospheric moisture is the danger most to

be feared, but the amount of soil moisture may easily be regulated.

Should the seedlings at any time begin to wilt they should be ex-

amined at once to see if they are withered at the ground. Seedlings

need abundant moisture for thrifty growth and it is the best policy

to water them daily with sprinkling pots or fine spray hose. The
seed beds should never be flooded. Watering should noi be done too

early in the morning, and should be regulated to suit the needs of

the nursery stock rather than attended to at a definite time each day.

When the seedlings have reached the height of about two inches,

they should be transplanted into seedboxes to afford them more
growing space. Where through poor germination only a thin stand
is obtained in a propagating bed, transplanting may be deferred.

The seedlings should be placed in fre.sh soil in transplanting boxes,

where they may remain undisturbed until field planting time. The
plants will wilt slightly after transplanting, but if they are kept
well shaded, and watered at once and freely for a few days, they
will soon revive.

Small seedlings are very tender, and care should always be exer-

cised in handling and transplanting them to prevent pinching or

injuring the stem or tip, else the plant may branch and become
irregular, and retain this form in later growth. Ants should be
prevented from invading the soil of seedboxes, as they often destroy

the young seedlings. An established colony may be killed out by
pouring carbon bisulphide into the passage holes which may then
be plugged up with dirt. The gas kills the ants without harming
the seedlings. As a further preventive the edges of the seedboxes
may be painted with corrosive sublimate which ants will not cross.

Blue gum and most ofher species endure handling and transplant-

ing very readily. Sugar gum develops taproot, and requires uni-

formly more careful handling than most other species. It is more
difficult to transplant, as seedlings wilt and revive slowly after this

operation. Best success is attained by nurserymen through trans-

planting seedlings of small size when but three to four leaves have
unfolded.

FIELD PLANTING

The spacing and arrangement of seedlings in a plantation is

important for thus is determined the number of trees per acre, the

length of the period of cultivation and the character of the product.

Close spacing is usually desirable since it affects the early shading

of the soil thus conserving the solid moisture and preventing weed
growth, shortens the period of cultivation and stimulates rapid
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MECHAM PLANTATION, MECHAM, CAL.

Eucalyptus Globulus. 6 Years Old. Sprout Growth.

Diameter.
Breast high



height growth with the formation of few lateral branches. How-
ever, planting should not be spaced closer than 6 b}^ 6 feet, nor

more openly than 10 by 10 feet for anj^ purpose. For fuel, the

wider spacing is recommended. For most commercial purposes a
spacing distance of 8 by 8 wull prove satisfactory .

Uniformity in spacing is desirable whenever practicable. Plant-

ing in straight lines and at uniform distance will secure a full stand

per acre, facilitate cultivation, and insure the trees from injury

from this operation.

On developing, the groves will become too dense forming tall,

spindling poles. When this condition obtains, the suppressed trees^

should be removed in order to give those remaining room to develop
more uniformlv.

Euc.al.vptus tereticornis, Santa Fe Railroad. Plantation, San Diego
Countv, California. 9 .Months Old.
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MECHAM PLANTATION, MECHAM, CAL.

Eucalyptus Globulus. Seedlings. 9 Years Old

Diameter,
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EFFECT OF ALKALI IN SOIL

In nnirrigated laud, black alkali can only be detected by chemical

tests. In well-watered land, however, it can be detected if it exists

in harmful amounts. It is indicated by the tendency of the soil to

puddle readily, to set and to be difficult of cultivation. It is also

known by a brown crust which accumulates upon the surface of

the soil and is caused by the alkali bringing the organic matter to

the surface in solution and the two drying and leaving a black cover-

ing. The presence of black alkali is also detected by the color of

seepage water in pools or puddles on the surface. Such water is

usually dark brown or black. Black alkali causes the soil to set or

pack, while the white alkali forms a mulch on the surface. The
presence of grease wood or salt grass indicates alkali. A heavy
growth of sage brush indicates a rich soil, free from injurious

amounts of alkali ; tule grass indicates a swamp soil free from alkali.

When the greasewood is interspersed wiih rabbit brush the quantity

of alkali is low.

THE PRESENCE OF ALKALI HARMFUL TO VEGETATION

Soils contaiing alkali are divided into 5 classes

:

1. The class containing less than .20 per cent. Known as alkali

free soil. On this soil all crops do well.

2. Soil containing from .20 per cent, to .40 per cent. On this soil

most crops do well, but alfalfa, tree fruits, grapes and grains suffer

when the 40 per cent, is reached, while beets, onions, sorghum and

some grasses still groAv well.

3. Soil containing from .40 per cent, to .60 per cent. On this soil

few crops grow well except salt grasses, alkali weeds and occasional

pear trees.

4. Soil containing from .60 per cent, to 1 per cent is practically

worthless and good for little except pasturage.

5. Soil containing from 1 per cent, to 3 per cent, supports only

salt grasses and is absolutely worthless for cultivation.

6. Few species of eucalyptus will grow and thrive in soil which

contains more than .80 per cent, of alkali.

MEANS OF CLEARING LAND OF ALKALI
There are temporary methods of niuoving alkali from land, but

the only way to permanently reclaim or prevent the accumulation of

alkali upon land is by a system of underdrainage. The black alkali

is harder to remove than the white since sodium carbonate puddles
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MECHAM PLANTATION, MECHAM, CAL.

Eucalyptus Globulus. 18 Years Old. Seedling Grove.

Diameter,



the soil and. carbonates cling tenaciously to the soil grains. One
temporary method is the applying of gypsum which changes the
alkali from black to white, a less harmful form. For the amount
of gypsum necessary to neutralize given amounts of alkali, see Soil

Survey of the Hanford Area, page 473. The best method of remov-
ing alkali is underdraiuage which removes both black and white.
Surface flooding washes the salts into the subsoil but this method
is unsatisfactory, unless the soil is porous and the water moves
freely, which is unlikely in alkaline soil.

This method is bad on low lands where the water stands for some
time as the valuable mineral material is likely to be leached out
The growing of alkaline-resistaui plants adds uuder-drainage, but
it is not a satisfactory method by itself. The breaking up of the
surface soil by cultivation destroys capillary spaces and prevents
the accumulation of alkali on the s-urface of the soil.

Alkalies come from moutainous disintegration and are brought
down as soluble salts by the rivers. Investigations have shown that
the alkali salts which come from the Coast Range of California are
those that result from the reaction between calcium sulphate and
sodium chloride and 1he salts which come from the rocks of the
Sierra Nevada IMountains are those which result from the reaction
Trtetween calcium carbonate and sodium chloride. They accumulate
at or near the surface of the land by the evaporation of subsoil water
which is brought to the surface by capillarity. Alkalies are confined
to the heavier soil types.

Eucalyptus Used As Shade Trees.
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MECHAM PLANTATION, MECHAM, CAL.

Eucalyptus Globulus. Seedlings. 20 Years Old.

Diameter,
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EUCALYPTUS SPECIES IN CALIFORNIA.

The following is a list of the different species of Eucalyptus now
groAving in California. Many of these species can be found growing

on a ranch near Santa Barbara, owned by Hon. Elwood Cooper, also

at the University of California Forestry Station grounds at Santa
Monica. Some of the species mentioned in the following list have
made exceptionally rapid growth at the Santa Monica Station, while

the same species found growing at Santa Barbara have not done as

well, and A-ice versa

:

E. acmenioides
E. amygdalina
E. androana
E. angustifolia

E. botryoides
E. eitrioidora

E. calophylla
E. cordata
E. coriacea

E. corunta
E. corymbosa
E. corynocalyx
E. eosmophylla
E. dicipiens

E. diersicolor

E. eugenioides
E. eximia
E. ficifolia

E. globulus
E. gomphocephala
E. goniocalyx
E. gunnii

E. haemastoma
E. incrassata

E. jugalis

E. largiflorens

E. lehmannii

E. leptophleba
E. leucoxylon
E. longifolia

E. megacarpu
E. macrocarpa
E. marginata
E. macrorhyncha
E. marginata
E. ]\rcArthurii

E. microearpa
E. Mullcriana
E. mocula^'a

E. obeordata
E. obtusifolia

E. occidentalis

E. paniculata
E. pilularis

E. piperita

E. f)latynu.s

E. polyanthem
E. populifolia

E. pulverulenta
E. punctata
E. regnans
E. resinifera

E. raverentiana
E. rostrata

E. robust a

E. rednuia
E. rubida./

E. rudis

E. salmonophloia
E. siderophloia

E. sideroxylon
E. Sieberiana
E. stellulata

E. Stuart iana
E. teretieomis

E. viminalis

SPACING

The following table represents the number of trees on an acre,

planted at various distances. 8x8 is the most advisable Avay to set

out trees for a commercial plantation. This gives them sufficient

room to spread out ihe first few years and later aids them to attain

the rapid lieiQ-ht growth in the first 6 or 7 years. If they are

planted much farther apart than 8x8 they are liable to become too
branchy, thus retainins' the larsrer branches for 6 or 8 years instead
of pruninfr their lower limbs the first 3 or 4 years. If planted for

fuel. Gxfi would be advisable.

Fett Plants

6xfi 1210
6x7 : 1038
7x7 889
8x8 681

0x9 538
10x10 436

Feet riant

11x11 360
12x12 302
15x15 194
16x16 171
18x18 . 135
20x20 109
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SIZE AND QUALITY OF SEEDLINGS.

Ample and compact supply of roots is esseutial for the successful

growth of Eucalyptus, the ends of the roots being most important,

as a straggling root system would require too large a hole. A well

proportioned, medium plant is desired, straight and symmetrical,

and it is best to know Avhere and how the plant has been developed,

and if it will adapt itself to the eor-ditions where it will be set.

Choose to plant into better conditions, from drier and cooler, not

from a moist, rich soil to a poor dry soil, or from a very shady situ-

ation or lath house to an open field. Large plants are too expensive,

the increase in geometric ratio makes cost greater in production and
handling and more bulky to transport, therefore use as small sizes

as are consistent with plant, soil and condition into which they are

to be set; sizes 6-S inches, at the most 15 inches, tliough in places

they may have to be put in larger. However, smaller plant is surer,

as it will take up root system better or will replace it because

younger, though as the young are more liable to frost they should, if

possible, have a good root system.

Choose stout material to grow aAvay from the competition if plant-

ing is- to be clone on the redwood cutover lands. It is advisable to

plant one or two years stock, when planting in mixture with the

second growth redwood. Use nursery stock methods of compacting
root system, that is b}' pruning the roots; this does not injure the

plants. Nurserj^ pulled stock may be used, but if roots are naked
they suffer, and it is just as good if transplanted with a ball and may
in the end save time and expense. However, in balling the roots,

especial care should be exercised in selecting the proper kind of

soil. If the soil is heavy, the roots migl^t not break through it,

and instead grow in a circle, thus retarding the growth of the tree

for the first fcAv years.

Vouim Globulus ri;inUition.
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DETERMINING THE ACCRETION OF A FOREST
There are several meihods employed in determining the mass

iiecretion of a stand of trees for a short period (from ten to twenty
years), during which it may be safely assumed that the number of

trees of the stand will not diminish owing to natural thinning

(death). Of these the following may be recommended:
When the grooving stock of a forest has been ascertained by means

of an average sample tree, then the accretion of that tree for a given
number of years should be multiplied by the number of trees the

forest contains, in order to determine the rate of growth of the forest

for that length of time. In case the growing stock g2 the forest was
<:^stablished hy arranging its trees in diameter classes, the accretion

of each diameter class is determined separately by multiplying the

accretion of the sample tree by the number of trees involved in ihe

<;lass. Adding together the accretion of all the diameter classes we
obtain a sum which represents the rate of growth of the forest for

the period of time in question.

"When the growing stock of a forest is determined by means of a

proportional number of sample trees representing each diameter,

the accretion of the sample trees, calculated for each of them sep-

arately, are added together and the sum is multiplied by the quotient
obtained by dividing the basal area of the forest by that of all the

sample trees. The product gives the rate of growth of the forest

during the period for which the accretion of the sample trees was
determined.

A METHOD OF INVESTIGATING TIMBER GROWTH
When a forest is to be bought, sold or assessed, or when its timber

is to be cut, the questions which are to be solved, relate either to its

growing stock alone—if the forest is to be disposed of immediately

—

or to the progress of its groAvth during the period for which its

.standing timber is intended to be kept.

With additional knowledge relating to local prices on cleared land,

market condition of lumber and timber, cost of labor, transportation,

etc.. the present value of the forest, or that which it may have at

the expiration of a short period, is easily ascertained. The determ-
ination of the growing stock in such cases, terminates the inquiries.

But when a forest is determined for rational management, with the

expectation of making it yield continual returns, the knowledge of

its growing stock serves only as a guiding point from Avhieh the Avay

toward obtaining other information of equal importance becomes
clearer. The success of conducting the other inquiries relating to

the forest, with a view to working out an adequate plan for its man-
agement, depends upon knowledge of the s.vlvicultural possibilities

of the species comprising it. The question, for instance, of how far

the actual annual grow h possible for the locality, under the given

<:onditions and s]-(eeios oi- tlie age at whieli the cutting should be
made in order to insure that possible annual growth, can be proper-

ly answered when the requirements of the species comi'tosing the

forest and the rate at which those species grow at various ages and
under various situations is known. In Europe the sylvicultural re-

quirements of forest trees have been ascertained in an experimental
or rather liistorical. way. The forest districts in'o which the State
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forests -were divided at the beginning of the epoch of forest regu-

lation kept records registering the results attained by their forest

trees under the various situations and treatment. These records,

together with the casual and experimental observations organized
later on by the European foresters, have accumulated a good deal

of valuable and sound data, the systematic teaching of which has
attained the rank of a science known under the name of sylviculture.

It would take the United States, with ten times as many species of

economic value as are found in Europe, considerably more time to

work out iis sylviculture, should it ignore the progress made in for-

estry science, and in spite of it follow the slow historical method of

investigating timber growth.

The analysis of a few individual trees is sufficient to enable the

forester with the general knowledge he possesses, of the rate of

growth of the particular species, to determine the factor of the

locality, i. e., to determine in what way the loccility affects the

general law of growth of the species. But when the sylvicultural

requirements of a species are totally known, an analysis of a few
individual, trees is scarcely sufficient even to indicate the rate of

growth of the species. To be sure by analyzing a large number of

trees taken on various sites and under various situations (v.-hich

has been done in securing the measurements herein shown), the rate

of growth of the species have been determined, but if each of the

number of individual trees had been analyzed separately, as is done
by European foresters, the work would have been too cumbersome.
It was thought necessary, therefore, in this work of ascertaining the

rate of groAvth of our species, to modify the European analytical

method so as to make it more applicable for the thorough investi-

gation of the growth of Eucalyptus

CONCLUSION

It has already been shown that the woods of the various euealypts

form satisfactory substitutes for the Eastern hardwoods, in the man-
ufacture of agricultural implements, vehicle stock, boat ribs, paving
house blocks, street curbing, naves and felloes of wheels, piles, posts,

poles, railway ties, and for other similar purposes where strength

and durability are desired. Owing to the great value of the Eu-
calyptus for so many uses, no mistake Avill be made in planting it

wherever it will thrive.

It is evident that the increased demand for hardwood and the

prospect of a complete shortage of the supply in the not very distant

future, must result in an increase in the cost price which will soon

put it beyond the reach of manufacturers for ordinary utilitarian

purposes.

In view of this existing condition, it is important to consider some
forest trees that will take the place of eastern hardwood. When
the supply in the central and eastern states is gone, there will be no
other source to which to turn. The manufacture of furniture and
vehicles calls for more hardwood than any other industry and em-
ploys hardwood almost exclusively as raw material. It is estimated

that the furniture industry alone requires upwards of 20 per cent

of the entire hardwood production. As in furniture, the liardwood
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is the chief material used in the manufacture of musical instruments,

especially of pianos and organs.

Eucalyptus has gained the reputation of posstrssing a phenomenal
rate of growth. Under favorable conditions, trees in seedling plan-

lations have reached a maximum development of six inches in di-

ameter and sixty-seven feet in height in four years. This represents

an average growth of seventeen feet in height per year, though a
growth of ten to fifteen feet in height yearly is the general average
under favorable conditions. It may be planted with profit as a
forest cover in ravines, on hillsides, on plains, and in quite dry,
desert situations of ihe interior valleys. Such plantations will with-'

in a decade, begin to be sources of posts, fuel, railway ties, telegraph
poles and bridge timbers and will produce timber suitable for other
important uses. If such plantaiion were made along railway tracks,

ties for keeping them in repair would be available within a decade,
and later the product would be sufficient for extensions of the road
into new sections. Timbers for repairing railway bridges and build-

ing new ones, as well as for telegraph poles, could also be thus sup-

plied within easy reach of the points where they would be needed.

The cutover redwood lands of the coast region will some day be-

come the most valuable hardwood producing area of the United
States. The growth of Eucalyptus on the redwood cutover lands
has been demonstrated by several lumber companies. The redwood
belt is a natural forest plantation ; the second growth redwood will

be stimulated by the planting of Eucalyptus.

Eucalyptus has been planted a good deal and has been used almost
exclusivel}' as fuel, but it was not until 1904 that any commercial
plantations were set out, in spite of the fact that there are thousands
of acres of what is apparently waste land on which Eucalyptus
grows well. The small country towns of California are constantly
'buying wood from the foothill farmers who have been cutting all

the California Oak trees on their ranches, thus clearing the land for

agricultural purposes. On the ranches around Denvertown, east of

Suisun. there never was a supply of oak and consequently Eucalyp-
tus had been planted for a number of years, eacli ranch producing
its own fuel but having none to sell. That the so-called "tide land"
or was'e land, of which there is so much in the Bay Counties, might
be made to produce Eucalyptus groves, has been well demonstrated
on a tract 5 miles south of Suisun. The area was one that was
flooded every high tide. A canal four or five miles long was dug,
or at least in making a dike to keep back the tide a canal was
formed. Along this dike, the top of which averaged about one foot

above the high water mark. Eucalyptus trees were planted 2^^ years
ago. These trees have made a wonderful growth, and part of them
have just been cut for the third time. The Eucalyptus globulus has
grown better under these conditions than on the high ground back
from the Bay, and this in spite of the fact that the roots are constant-

ly in brackish water. However, the fact must not be overlooked, that

for the successful and rapid growth of Eucalyptus, good land i?

necessary. Much of this tide land will one day be reclaimed and
used for agricultural purposes, but in the mean time it migh' be
made to produce hardwood at a greater profit. If a small dike could
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be placed arouiid tiie plantation to keej) the tide Avater off the pr<ip-

erty for the first two or three years, by which time the trees would
have reached sufficient height that the water could not harm them,
the growth of Eucalyptus would be exceptionally fast, in fact, an
occasional submersion would aid their growth.

In the upper part of the Napa Valley conditions are much the

same as in the Sacramento Valley, there being thousands of acres

of land that will produce Eucalyptus. South of the town of Napa,
Eucalyptus has been planted with marked success.

In the vicinity of Santa Rosa, groves of Eucalyptus are a common
sight, and as stated previously in this bulletin on page 66, on the.

ranch of Mr. Harrison Mecham, six miles north of Petaluma. it has

been clearly proved that there is money to be made in the growing
of Eucalyptus on a large scale. Mr. Mecham is a large land owner,

his ranch containing five or six thousand acres. The entire ranch

is made up of low rolling hills, and though grain w^as once grown
all over the ranch the character of the ground makes it unsuited for

grain growing because the harvesters cannot be used and cutting

has to be done with self-binders. For a number of years IMr.

Mecham has been engaged in raising sheep and cattle for breeding
purposes. About 22 years ago the first Eucalyptus was planted,

and since some i)lanting has been done nearly every year until now
there are abou" 200 acres of Eucalyptus on the ranch. Some of this

was planted in the valleys, but as a rule the plantations were made
on the summits of the round hills that are so common. In nearly

every one of these groves there is a large sheep shelter, the trees

furnishing a good protection from the wind which is at all times
brisk.

Showing Characteristic, Long, (Mear Boles.
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